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Authorities Report Wrecked Canoe;
Continue Search For Two Students
Two 20-year-old University of Maine juniors were reported missing and feared
drowned
Tuesday, after they had presumably started down the Stillwater River
in. a canoe. John Field
and Tom Feltman. both majoring in wildlife management, started for Birch Stream
Monday afternoon at 2:30. They left from Sgt. David M. Bell's home in Stillwate in Argyle
kept their canoe. University officials said Bell was probably the last person to speak r where they
to the pair.

Twaggies Graduate
Saturday At York
Hall Ceremonies

Swing Into Sprincd

Bell told newsmen Tuesday that
he was worried but not alarmed
when the youths did not show up at
his home that evening for a woodcock trapping expedition, because
they "might have changed their
plans."
The students were reported missing by Dean of Men John Stewart
early Tuesday. State Police asked
the Dow Air Field rescue squad
for assistance that morning. The
Air Force group used a helicopter
to scan the Stillwater, searching
for traces of the youths.
The rescue helicopter flew two
missions, about four hours actual
searching time. A Dow spokesman
said Tuesday afternoon that unless
something concrete turns up, they
will discontinue the hunt from the
air.
State Police will press the search
probably through Friday. If the
boys aren't found by then, the SP
will stop and wait for the River
to give up the bodies
The pair's car was discovered by
Trooper Ralph Holmes Tuesday
near the bridge over Birch Stream in
Argyle, about six miles north of
the Orono campus. Students walked
the banks of the swiftly-moving
Stillwater, searching for the youths'
bodies.
Officials had conflicting reports

Graduation ceremonies for TwoYear Agriculture students will be
held Saturday at 1:00 p.m. in the
York South Dining Hall.
The Invocation will be given by
Rev. David C. Rich of the Maine
Christian Association. Dr. Austin
H. Peck, Vice President of Academic
Affairs, will give the Allocution, and
Stuart S. Rand, president of the
By CAROLYN ZACHARY
Twaggie Club, will give the reSwing into spring on a Maine Day fling! Starting tomorrow, sponse.
Claude F. Clements of Belfast,
the campus will be submerged in a mass of confusion and activity
as campaigning begins at 7 a.m. in the race for next year's Mayor. vice president of the Depositors'
From then until 6 p.m. Tuesday, Sir Arnold of the Square Table Trust Company, is the main speaker
the occasion. Following his ad(Arnie Weiss), Charlie Weaver (Ted Babine), and the Pocket- for
dress, Dean Winthrop C. Libby of
size Playboy (Marshall Stern) will try to outdo each other with the College of Agricultur
e will
skits, speeches, and gimmicks.
award certificates to the eighteen
Following a motorcade at 7 p.m. graduates.
Tuesday, the candidates will present
their final speeches in the Gym in
a program M.C.'d by Vince Bouvier,
chairman of the Mayorality Committee. Voting will take place immediately after the speeches in the
Bill Chandler, Charlie Crockett, Field
House. A FREE dance will
In its last regular meeting of the
Jim Hanson, Baron Hicken, Scott follow
until 12:00 (women have late
Philbrook, and Guy Whitten have permissio
year the General Student Senate
ns) in the Gym, with music
decided to accept the recommendabeen nominated by a Senate sub- by Nat
Diamond.
committee for the Washington
tions
of a special study committee
Actual Maine Day festivities
Alumni Watch Award. Next week will
begin with a motorcade at and to reward a faculty member
with a unique reward. The award
the men of the sophomore, junior, 8:30 a.m.
Wednesday. From 9:00
will formally be known as the
and senior classes will vote to select to 10:30
there will be studentthe winner.
faculty softball and volleyball Distinguished Faculty Award, but
The Watch Award is presented games. In the softball competi- it will also be titled as the "Blue
annually to the senior male who has tion, the senior class, captained Blazer Award." The faculty membrought the University the most by Kimball and Whitten, will ber chosen by the student body will
recognition. The nominating com- play the College of Agriculture be presented with a blue blazer with
mittee consisted of nine men repre- headed by Hyatt. Goucher and a specially designed crest.
The prime motivating force besenting the three upper classes.
Brown will lead the junior class
Chandler has been active as presi- against the College of Technology hind the Senate move came from
President Lloyd II. Elliott. Dr.
dent of the Maine Outing Club, under Wolfhagen. Koch and Jaku- Elliott
has mentioned this to
president of the Public Manage- bowycz will lead the sopohmores eral student groups lately butsevno
ment Club, vice-president of the against the College of Education action had been taken. He even
John E. Field, Jr.
General Student Senate, director of led by Lindlof and Olnunaeht, and mentioned that he could secure a
Operation Magnet, student repre- the freshmen, under DeLorme and large cash donation from "intersentative on the University Park Inman, will tackle the sluggers ested alumni" as an incentive for
Civic Association, president of the from the College of Arts and Sci- the program. When the study
Senior Skulls, a senator from Uni- ences, captained by McCarty and committee interviewed Dr. Elliott
he
very enthusiastic, and at
Roggenbauer. President Elliott thatwas
(Condi:Red on Page Eight)
If you can be counted among the
time he guaranteed the comwill lead the Administration soft- mittee that he could secure this numbers of the
many college stuball team against the Senate.
large cash award for the winner. dents who participate in the springNEWS BULLETIN
Vickery and Hanson will lead the
The method of selection has been time activity of collecting signs.
seniors against Poulton and the Col- outlined to be as fair to all faculty posters, and other
The high School Day Comtrinkets from
lege of Agriculture in volleyball. members as possible. Next Tuesday. roadside sources
mittee has cancelled Maine's
the following inThe
juniors, under Bellinger and May 7, a ballot for nominations for formation may be of great interest
annual Iligh School Day. ComDrew, will take on Georgitis and this award will be among the other to you.
mittee chairman James HarLyman and their Tech team. Wyman ballots. This blank ballot should
mon announced the decision
Two virile collectors, members
be
and
Svendsen will captain the sophs used by EVERY student on campus of the University of Maine collecTuesday saying that less than
against the Education team under to nominate the faculty member. tor community, were meted
200 high school juniors, many
out
Freeman and Olson, and the frosh, who in his opinion should be recog- fines of $100 each Monday
of them from the Bangor.
in the
under Frost and Means, will tackle nized as the outstanding professor Bangor District Court.
Brewer, and Old Town area.
Emerick and Trafford, heading the for the past year. These nominations
Ronald P. Cote. 22. Saco, and
are planning to come. The
Arts and Sciences netters. Grad stu- will be analyzed by a Selection Com- Thomas R. Masterma
small number does not warn, 22, Glenn
dents under Shonerd and Zollitsch mittee made up of four students Falls, N. Y., appeared
rant the time and effort of
before
will play the Administration.
from every class. These four stu- Judge Ian Maelnnes and pleaded
the large number of university
At 10:30 glass games open to dents will represent each of the Col- guilty to two counts
faculty and students who would
each of petty
will begin. These include cage leges within the University. The
Sen- larceny.
he involved.
kill anal a greased pig race. Ten ate elected Vince Bouvier as ChairThe students were apprehended
The main reason for the
gift certificates for Goldsmith's man of this Selection Committee.
$5
following incidents involving a string
man.
that
mall turnout is
in Old Town will be awarded to
This Selection Committee will be of service station banners and a
Maine high schools are holding
those who bring back a pig alive. given the difficult task of making the wooden greenhous
e sign, according
•saturday classes to make up
A barbecue lunch will be served final decision as to the winner of this to Old Town police
who were the
for days mi•sed because of
FREE to all (including resident stu- the first annual Distinguished Fac- complaintants. The
offenses report•f11114'.
(Continued on Page Mae)
ulty Award.
edly occurred on April 27. The

Three Bell In Mayorn!ity
Race As Maine Day wears

Seniors Nominated
For Watch Award

Senate Passes
'Blazer' Award

Tuesday of canoes seen floating
downriver. A section of the canoe
they used was found on the banks
of the Stillwater in Orono at 3
p.m. by Mr. and Mrs. Laurence
Gould. Sgt. Bell identified the recovered stern section as part of
their canoe.
Wednesday the search was centered in the area of Gilman Falls,
about a mile and one-half above
the Stillwater dam and in Old Town.
Game wardens in charge of the
search, used a bateau. a flat-bottomed
skiff in the area of the Falls where
they believed the youths were
thrown from their fragile, canvascovered canoe. The water is particularly treacherous in that area.
Assisting game wardens and
state police coordinators in the
search are the State Forest Service, Penobscot County Sheriff's
office, ROTC staff members and
U-M students.
Fields. a native of Chappaqua,
N. Y., was captain of the varsity
rifle team and Feltman, Ossining,
N. Y., was also a rifle team member.
Both were avid outdoorsmen, experienced canoeists and good swimmers.
They were members of the Forestry Club and regularly attended
the monthly wildlife seminars.

Thomas G. Fehman
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Canoe Trip Feared Fatal

Photo by Caswell
Two U-M students went canoeing in the vicinity pictured above
Monday. Pieces of the canoe have been found in Orono, but on
the
whereabouts of the boys remains a mystery.

PS
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young men told Judge Machines
that they had no use for the articles
and merely took them as a prank.
Dean of Men John Stewart stated that increasing concern has
been voiced by State Polies) and
law enforcement officials because
of the rush of collectors that appear in the early spring. Because
of the seriousness of the charges
which result from being caught
at this pastime, Dean Stewart
urged students to abstain from unlawful collecting. "These charges
become part of a student's record
and hamper job applications,"
Stewart said.
Students ss ho are drawn away
from the campus by the mystical
powers of vernal equinox are cautioned against springtime sign collecting and encouraged to function
in a law abiding manner. Collecting
signs is apparently a costly and unrewarding pastime.
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Union News

HILLSON
ACHIEVEMENT AWARD

Orono, Maine, 3

PEAT
Home 1

COMPlet

NI,* 3 Weekend Movie, "Stalag 17,"
7 and 9 p.m., Bangor Room

For the week of Apr. 29, 1963

May 4 Weekend Movie, "Stalag 17,"
7 and 9 p.m., Bangor Room
Den Dance, The Blazons, 8 p.m.

To: Mary Goucher
For: AWS President

May 7 Poetry Hour, Wilfred Owen,
Reader: Anne La Farge, 4 p.m.,
Coe Lounge

1 he recipient of this award is

MRS. MAINE CLUB
The Mrs. Maine Club will hold
a meeting at 8 p.m. on Tuesday.
May 7, in the Memorial Union.

Outer Park

HILLSON CLEANERS
Orono 866-3647

Patronize Our Advertisers

ATTENTION JUNIORS

Owls Prepare To Bow Out
At Climax Of Active Year
Many students and faculty members associate the Owls primarily
with assisting the administration and
incoming freshmen during Freshman
Week. While this is certainly one of
their main contributions, most of
their work is done during the academic year. Throughout this period
the society endeavors to help in any
way, not only the administration, but
also other on and off campus organizations as well as the other
honor societies.
This year, the Owls, as usual,
have been quite active in assisting
the University with its various functions.
Their activities started with Freshman Week. During this time. each
Owl spoke with approximately thirtyfive incoming freshman men to
which he was assigned, helping them
become acquainted with the campus
by answering the numerous questions that arose.
In October they worked with the
Senior Skulls and All-Maine Women
on a dance sponsored by the two
senior honor societies. Shortly after
they were asked to participate in
group discussions and act as guides
for the Professional Women's Conference held on campus.
In addition to the activities last
fall, the Owls were instrumental in
organizing the parades that preceded
the Friday night rallies, and after

freshman elections helped the new
class officers solve several administrative problems.
So far this spring the Owls, along
with the Eagles, have sponsored an
informal dance.
This year the Owls are publishing
an Owl Manual which will for the
first time bring together the ni.mes
8: addresses of every Owl since the
society was founded in 1910. Included will be a complete history of the
organization. A copy of the manual
will be sent to each of the past
members. Plans are being formulated to have a room set aside in
the Union next fall during Homecoming so that the Owl Alumni will
have a better chance to reunite. This
proposal. along with the manual, we

hope will be a unifying factor for
the Owls of past and future.
Before stepping down on May 8,
Maine Day, when the new group
will be tapped, the Owls would like
to express their gratitude for the
time and assistance given them by
the students, faculty, and administration.

BAN
OPERA

entitled to $2.00 Personal Cleaning Service Absolutely Free

18 Mill Street

These 20 University of Maine sophomores are serving this year as members of the Sophomore Owls
Society, an organization dedicated to service to the university. As a group, they assist university officials
during many special events held on campus during the college year. Standing, L-R: Parvis Moarefi,
Lawrence Coughlin, Paul Harnden, Joseph Williamson, Jr., David Simard, K. Ronald Calef, Bruce
Bayuk. John Jakubowycz, Henry Schmelzer, Michael Haley, Thomas Turton, and Andre Dionne. Seated, L-R: David Ssendsen, Horace Horton, Robert Browne, Wayne Johnson, Richard Flaherty, William
Flahive, Robert French, and Arnold Delaite.

GREG'S Si

Class Outing at
"THE GATHERINGS"
on
Saturday May 18 from 9:30 to 4:00
$1.00 PER PERSON GIVES YOU
LOBSTER,
CORN-ON-COB,
HAMBURGERS,
TRIMMINGS
AND TRANSPORTATION

Now Shov
Satin

1
TOR.

"NINE

Techni
wit
HORFT BT.
JOSE F1
DIANE l

Sun.-Mot

DANNY
in
"MAN:
DINER'S

Tickets available from
May 6 to May 10
at entrance to the Den.
Juniors may invite guests.
Activities include Swimming,Softball
and Horseshoes.

There
Are Lots
of Good
Reasons
for
Shopping
at
Goldsmith's
.
c

Farah Pants
Puritan
Sportswear
Arrow Shirts

CLASSIFIED

Bostonian Shoes
London Fog
Coats

Use the Campus weekly classified often. 75# for 25 words;
50 thereafter. Deadline Monday
noon for Thursday edition. No
charges, cash only. Use the campus mail, or put remittance and
clas.sitied in business manager's
mail box in Campus office.

Plus
Fraternity Jackets
U. of M. Blazers
Military Uniforms

GIBSON Jumbo Flat top Guitar.
Excellent tone; good condition.
See Jeff, 3 Fernald Hall.
For Salo—Trombone, an excellent instrument in fine condition.
Call 866-4488, I 1 1 S. Hannibal.
WANTED—Rider (1 male) to
share expenses by car, Orono to
California, beginning June 10.
See W. R. Whitney, 250 Stevens.
HELP! York Hall requests help
in locating a wrought-iron chair
missing from its lounge. It is
nowhere in the dorm. If not
found, the dorm treasury must
replace it.

and the Largest
in Stock Formal
Wear Rental
Service in Maine

A.J.

OLDS/WM
MEN'S &BOY'S
STORE

IONIORTIIMAIN ST.
OLD TOWN

Does a man really take unfair advantage of women
when he uses Mennen Skin Bracer?
All depends on why he uses it.
Most men simply think Menthol-Iced Skin Bracer is the best
after-shave lotion around. Because it .roo!s rather than burns.
Because it helps heal shaving nicks and scrapes. Because it
helps prevent blemishes.
So who can blame them if Bracer's crisp, long-lasting aroma
just happens to affect women so remarkably?
Of course, some men may use Mennen Skin Bracer because
of this effect.
How intelligent!
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PEANUTS
Home cooked.
Complete market

University Bond
Readies Itself For
Week Of Activity

GREG'S SUPERET'FE
Outer Park St., Orono

The week promises to be a very
busy one for the University of Maine
Band. On Saturday, May 4th, the
band will help welcome to the University of Maine campus the high
school seniors from throughout the
state during the annual High School
Day Assembly to be held in the
Memorial Gymnasium.

leilt

BANGOR
OPERA HOUSE

NERS
366-3647

Now Showing thru
Saturday

itojir

"NINE HOURS
TO RAMA"
in
Technicolor
with
HORFT BUCHHOLZ
JOSE FERRAR
DIANE BAKER
Sun.-Mon.-Tues.
DANNY KAYE
in
"MAN FROM
DINER'S CLUB"
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Phi Eta Kappas and their chariot pull into the position to place first
in an older version of today's drag strip racing.
— cut out and save •—

JAY-DEE LAUNDERAMA
DRYCLEANING-8 lbs. for
only $1.50
WASHING—Small Washer
12 lbs., 25#
Double Washer 20 lbs., 350
DRYING-10 minutes for
only 10#
Weekdays 7:30 A.M. to 11:00
P.M.
Sundays 9:00 A.M. to 11:00
P.M.
So. Main St., Old Town

MAINE GOVERNMENT CLASS
Lawrence Stuart, director of the
Maine State Park Commission, will
speak at a meeting of a class in
Maine government at the University
of Maine on Thursday. (May 2)
The subject of Stuart's talk, which
will be given at 3 p.m. in room 137,
Physics Building, will be "Maine
Parks." A question period will follow the talk.
An article, "The Decadence of
Style," by University of Maine English Prof. John Lindberg, has been
published by the U. of Montreal.

The following day, Sunday, May
5th, the University of Maine Band
will be featured on WABI-TV's
weekly program "The University of
Maine And You". During this program which is seen at 12 noon, this
fifty piece musical organization will
offer a short concert of music selected from their concert repertoire.
On Wednesday, May 8th, the
band will be presenting concerts in
Crosby High School, Belfast, and
Camden High School in Camden.
These are programs, initiated this
year, by which the University of
Maine Band hopes to bring to communities throughout the state, new
music and educational programs designed for the public school students
in Maine.

•

All Maine Women
Banquet Will Feature
Noted Authoress
Noted Authoress Dorothy Clarke
Wilson will be the guest speaker at
the annual All Maine Banquet Sunday in the Estabrooke Dining Hall
at 6:15 p.m. The formal tapping
ceremony of the new 1963-64 All
Maine Women will take place at
the banquet.
Ann Van de Bogert, outgoing
president of AWS, will be the senior
speaker for the occasion, and Linda
DeLorme, president of South Estabrooke and 1963-64 Sophomore
Eagle, will be the freshman speaker.
The tapping ceremony will follow
the speeches.
Dorothy Clarke Wilson, a native
of Gardiner, Maine, and a graduate
of Bates College, is the wife of Elwin
L. Wilson, a Methodist minister who
was Director of the Maine Christian
Association from 1950 to 1955.
Mrs. Wilson has published nearly
seventy religious plays, six novels,
two biographies, a travel book, and
a work of juvenile fiction. The novels
include The Brothers; The Herdsman; Prince of Egypt, winner of the
Westminster Religious Fiction award
of $7500 in 1949; House of Earth,
a novel of India; Jezebel; and The
Gifts.
Her address for the All Maine
Women Banquet is entitled "Come
Walk in My Sandals." She will
illustrate her talk with slides which
she has collected during her wide
travels.
Patronize

(Jur
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STRAND THEATER
OLD TOWN
STEWART GRANGER
and
PIER ANGELL I
in
"SODOM and

GOMORRAH"
in

Color
Showtimes:
Fri., Sat., Sun.: 7:15 P.M.
Sat. Matinee: 1:30 P.M.
Sun. Matinee: 3:00 P.M.

HELD
OVER
2nd Big Week
ALFRED
HITCHCOCK'S
"THE

"Tareyton's Dual Filter in duos partes divisa est!"

BIRDS"

says Marius (The Profile) Lueullus, star actor of the Players Romani. "Gaudeamu
s," he declaims,
"at long last here's a filter cigarette with flavor bono — de gustibus you never
thought you'd get from
tiny filter cigarette. Ave Tareyton!"

Technicolor
The thriller everyone's

VI5P.M.rM•:57:WW:r
.
•••RSVP*7
..

Dual Filter makes the difference

rat P

talking about!
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areyton

DUAL FILTERT
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SOCIETY
By CAROL FARLEY

Pi Beta Phi held a Founder's Day
Dessert m April 22. The program
consisted of a ceremony to honor
tie 12 founders. a skit performed
by the new initiates, and refreshments. Following the program an
Alumna Clab meeting was held.
The following were elected on
April 22 as Phi Kappa Sigma's new
slate of officers: ore,ident. George
!\•lorton; vice-president. Bob Cormier; 2nd vice-president, Wayne
Cobb; pledge trainer. Avard Walker;
recording secretary. Fred Wiides;
corresponding secretary, Rob Kiah;
treasurer. Toby Averill: assistant
treasurer, John Ireland: duties chairman, Bill Potter; sergeants-at-arms,
Axel Larson. Pete Averill; socia:
chairman. Gene Monahan.
Greek weekend was a big success.
Les Neadeau played at the Greek
Ball on Friday night, while the
Lambda Chi's were holding a small
scale, good old-fashioned orgy at the
house. Actually. it was their annual
Toga Part!,

Thursday, May 2
ROTC Review Rehearsal,
Alumni Field. 6:30 p.m.
Fete Du Muguet

I
)
/

There will be no lunch served in
any of the University dining hall,
on Maine Day, May 8. Instead. a
chicken bar-b-que lunch will be
served from 11:30 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. in conjunction with the Maine
Day activities. Breakfast will no:
be served after 8:15 a.m. on Main,
Day. Supper will be served as usual.

r

General Student Senate
Delta Delta Delta Initiation
Banquet
May 8

Friday, May 3
Fete Du Muguet
Saturday, May 4
Fete Du Muguet
High School Day
Tuaggie Graduation, 1 p.m.
Delta Delta Delta Parents' Day
Sunday, May 5
Alpha Chi 0.-nega Parent.:' Day
All Maine Women Banquet,
Estabrooke Dining Hall, 6:15 p.m.
Tuesday. May 7
Poetry Hour. Memorial Union,
4 p.m.

MAINE DAY
IFC SING
l'sfasque Theatre presents
Under the Elms,
Little -Theatre. 8:15 p.m.

(-curses are offered in communities in every Maine county by the
Univcrs:,y or Maine's General Tx tension Division.

Thiri.,:lay. May 9
ROTC Annual Review,
Ahitnni Field. 4 p.m.
Panh.,!!enic Council Meeting,
7 p.m.

Orak3SirMir.

FRESH EGGS
Priced For the Married
Student's Wallet
Ca: Flowe,-s Apple Cider
Chicken
Central Sales
152 ilizchnei• Hit!!
1:00-4:30 p.m.. Mon.-Fri.

..:!Tni1.2r2="12•AgnaannarairtaWrareignir.7.
`SrAlrie

An In-mortar? Message to

Maine Masque Theatre presents
Desire Under the Elms,
Little Theatre. 8:15 p.m

ENC!NEERS • MATHEMATICiANS
PHYSICiSTS • NAVAL ARCHITECTS

who are interested in
R&D Career Development

Alpha Phi won the Pan Hellenic
Sing which was held on Sunday
afternoon. However, all the sororities did a very good job, and it
a hard decision to make.
Mrs. Dana Morton was chosen as
the "Delta Sweetheart- for this year
by Delta Tau Delta.
PINNED: Barbie Waters to Horace Horton. Phi Eta Kappa; Gayle
Norton to Don Young. Theta Chi:
Bonnie Foster to Thomas Mulhern
HI, Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Jan Pendelton to Gary Gilligan, Sigma
Alpha Epsilon; Kerma Jenkins
to Barry Patric, Sigma Alpha
Epsilon; Pat Collins. Gorham. to
Bill Libby. Sigma Alpha Epsilon:
Bette Miutter. Hanover, to Richard
Hell, Sigma Alpha Epsilon: Barbara
Bristol to Pete Paiton, social member
of Tau Kappa Epsilon and brother
of Theta Delta Chi at Bowdoin

•tnno Earpa
Play the the

FOR ALL YOUR FORMAL NEEDS!
Yes, that smart, distinctive look in formals can be
rented! Convenient and economical.

MODERN
sos

ENGAGED: Linda Kierstead to
Walter Berry, Chi Psi, Bowdoin;
Joanne Harper to Jerry Jones, Alpha
Gamma Rho, Cornell.

-

-44•:

RENTAL

-

SERVICE

The Dzvid Taylor Model 132sin — .1 comple.,
:
to;ies o c!a,ayine l() acres in dzisiribie samirb tit W:
hrngton, 11
,%:ale•ed faeiy for fundamental and
appli,s1:• •
‘:
RI's.. SUKI-..\C'E SHIP. AIRCRAl:1
'
I;
••‘; .ippitcd matheinatics
and opcia:
it ••ild development
of
laboratories
HYDRO7'.:
" \
STRIJCTURAI .*.I$
')
\
•. rid of:eat:rues
wily t f..ei;,
if•
I owing. Basins
.
;..r.er p,oloneed towing.
anoti-..er !or t.:
.),•oil and hydroskimmers at high
speeds. :ind sOr .,ncalver
!eenerativg violent environmenta
conditions . . . high-speed computer systems ... means l
for
conducting it & D on submarine structures at great
depths
... a w;de rine!: of vilviidon generators for ship
structures
.. . several wind tunnel.;
from subsonic to hypersonic :veloeities
and .,,peciady-equipped sea-going laboratories for full scale -audy
Inc field of vvezons effects.
vibrations, awustics, [low, et:.
Thus, The Model Basin oilers outstanding
velopment opportunities in each of these four career delaboratory
areas. Planned professional development
programs provide
faiamial assistance and evcry encouragement to
obtain advanced degrees. Several local colleges and
are
close by, and participate in these program;.universities
.. with many
classes eLir...lu,:ted right at The Model Basin.

--It here vort big', grith rillsjidence"

MARBLED: Sandra Buchanan to
Jack Lane, Phi Eta Kappa.

MOVING?
CHECK THESE FACTS FIRST —
1. PREMOVED SURVEY—NO OBLIGATION.
2. STORAGE IN TRANSIT—AT ORIGIN OR DESTIN A TION.

All -1A-ecr positions include the many real
Career Civil Service . .. 3 weeks paid vacation benefits of
after three years), 8 paid holidays and 13 days (4 weeks
sick leave
each year, partly-paid group life and medical
insurance, and
unusually favorable retirement policies.

3. INSURANCE COVERAGE ON COMPLETE MOVE.
4. ON TIME PICKUP AND DELIVERY.
5.

Here is the Joi

For further information and requirements,
Sebastian DiMaria, Personnel Officer,

contact Mr.

WORLDWIDE MOVING SERVICE.

6. EXTRA PICKUP OR DELIVERY ON ROUTE.

David Taylor
Model Basin

7. PERSONALIZED SERA ICE FROM ORIGIN TO DESTINATION.

Man your more

11S'

Department of the Navy
Washington 7, D. C.

-

FOX & GINN
MOVING & STORAGE CO.

kg.

'Telephone 9424,757
This is the pre
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The Maine Masque - Their
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make-up committee prepares
the actors to come on stage.
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This is the present room where the costum
es and sets
are designed.
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French, Sherwood Contesting For Senate Post
school spirit. I would support a bigger and better
Maine Day, increased assistance to the Mayor, the
insurance of Connie Bananas for football games and
any other programs leading to a higher degree of
school spirit.
I ask only that you comparc these programs and
changes with the record of the past year, keeping in
mind what the student body deserves. It's my opinion
that an effective student governing body needs capable
leadership, good initiative, and well directed policies.
I feel that the proposals made above will provide this
criteria.
Ted Sherwood

EDITOR'S NOTE: Bud French and Ted Sher..ood, vying for the General Student Senate presidency, here present some of their arguments
Concerning their aims for our universit
leader.
.hip.
At seven p.m. Sunday, the candidates w ill answer
questions from the student body in the Main
Lounge of the Memorial Union.

Programs To Provide Stimuli
I welcome this opportunity to present my views.
It is my feeling that the Senate has lacked in leadership and drive this year. I believe that the programs
listed below will provide the stimuli and initiative
necessary for a productive student governing body.
I am sure you realize that this year's Senate budget
was oriented toward conferences and NSA affiliation.
You will find it evident that the following programs
constitute a change and direct the Senate funds
towards the well-being of the entire student body.

Prexy Must Plan and Execute

I. A disaffiliation with NSA in view of a comparison of benefits derived from this program with
those to be derived from other programs.
2. A more selective consideration of conference
attendance, again keeping in mind the benefits to be
derived by the whole student body.
3. A comprehensive evaluation of the apportionment system of Senate representatives; attempting to provide the increased coverage necessary in
the larger dorms.

-MIRROR,MIRROR,ON ME WALL... u

4. Depending on final approval of the proposed
Senate budget for next year; I will strongly advocate
and pursue a program of speakers of state, national,
and international caliber designed to inform the student body of current affairs.
5. In view of the continuing lag in the transfer
of information between the Senate and the student
body, I feel we must begin a program leading to
better communication between both parties. Such a
program could well follow this outline: Better communication between the Senate and the Campus including the periodical reporting of all committee
activities and the enlistment of a reporter to cover

every Senate meeting; the reserving of space on
bulletin boards in buildings throughout the campus
to be used to publicize Senate activities; regularly
scheduled gripe sessions with an agenda set up beforehand and publicity put out well in advance; and
better publicized Senate meetings with an agenda prepared for each meeting so that each senator can prepare himself on the subjects to be discussed.
6. During my administration I will strive to
improve the pinpointing of student problems and
complaints and the funneling of them to the administration. I will do all in my power to insure
prompt and equitable action.
7. I will always stand in favor of increased

Letters To The Editor
Over-exaggerated
To The Editor:
It is of the utmost importance
that the students know and understand what was behind Mr. Sherwood's letter of last week, other
than campaigning. To begin with
"the costly mistake" which "the
Student Senate finally rectified" had
not been, at the time Mr. Sherwood's
letter was published, acted upon by
the Senate. I feel that Mr. Sherwood
was just a little over confident that
such a statement would be true. The
fact is, shortly after the proposed
budget for next year, which is the
means of rectification of this year's
expenditures, was open for debate,
it was tabled. Thus, no Senate action
had been taken.
Mr. Sherwood over exaggerated
the expense of the conferences which
he mentions in his letter. It was not
"almost $1000.00" but exactly
$655.75 which is 21.8% of the budget. It is quite obvious that Mr.
Sherwood chose to say almost
$1000.00 or Va of our budget because it sounds like an impressive
amount. Exactly $705.00 was alloted
for conference expenses for this
year, by last year's Senate, which
determined the budget for this year.
Note, this is not the doings of myself or this year's Senate.
Every person who has attended
a conference has given a full report
to the Senate and a written report
to the Campus. In the past panel
discussions etc. have been given by
those attending a particular conference, however, student participation

was poor. If these conferences are
as worthless as Mr. Sherwood indicates, I would like to know why he
himself signed up to go on several
of them. Furthermore, Mr. Sherwood never opposed the expenditures for conferences either in the
Senate Executive Committee or on
the floor of the Senate. I know that
the few conferences I attended
helped me immensely in my view
and knowledge of college communities throughout the nation. While
in my term of office I applied this
knowledge wherever possible. Just
imagine Dr. Elliott or any other
administrator running a university
with no idea or knowledge of where
other colleges stand. I would also
like to know what benefits I or anyone else receives for the money Mr.
Sherwood spends while on debating
trips!
Mr. Sherwood implies that I was
the only one opposed to the new
budget. This is not true! There are
others who feel as I do. The very
fact that the Executive Committee
approved $200.00 for next year's
conference indicates that they believe there is some good to be derived from such expenditures. My
main opposition to the proposed
budget is the disaffiliation with the
National Student Association which
offers many student benefits. Contrary to what Mr. Sherwood leads
you to believe, I am wholeheartedly
in favor of a top notch speakers
series. In fact, I have spent time
talking with Maine representatives
in Washington seeking their help
in obtaining lecturers.
In conclusion, I would like to

This year's Senate compaign has been one of the
hottest in many years. Therefore, I believe it is imperative that we closely examine the qualifications of
the two candidates for Senate President. The budget
is going to be left out of the question because regardless of what the Senate approves for next year's
budget, it will be binding upon whoever is elected. If
next year's leadership attempts to deviate from budget
in any substantial amount it will show lack of responsibility and duty.
The question at hand is the qualifications of the
two candidates. I have been most fortunate to act as
President of the Senate in my junior year and can
look back over the year and see where our system
of student government is weak in certain respects.
Being in the position I am I have the experience and
opportunity to make these necessary changes; an
opportunity afforded to no other member of the student body. It is important that the President have the
imagination and initiative to plan and execute such
programs as Operation Mirror. Mr. Sherwood has
shown that he works well as a follower, but ha:.
shown no qualifications for leadership. I think, as
shown in last week's letter to the Campus, he has
demonstrated his character and methods of operation. His conduct does not represent the high ideals
that a Student Senate should stand for.
With this in mind I hope you will closely examine
the facts behind each candidate and vote accordingly.

quarter nor to give any. (We are
looking for a properly trained umpire.)
Lead on McDuff.
Yours in combat,
Lloyd H. Elliott
President

•

To The Editor:
If the Senate ends the needless
spending of a large segment of its
budget sending a few people to
many conferences; what shall be
done with these funds?
Many students in the Senate, and
out, have expressed enthusiasm
over a proposed series of political
and cultural speakers to be set up
here on campus next year. This will
be possible only if funds become
available through a decrease in the
conference allotment.
This program would mean, for

I feel that we have had one of the
strongest and best heard Senates in
several years this year, and I am
sure that what Bud learned at these
conferences, especially the Fifteenth
Student Congress at Ohio State University, helped him to do the good
job he has done.
Both Bud and I are in favor of
bringing a series of speakers to
campus and I am sure that if he is
reelected as President of the Senate
he will work to this goal as he has
already started this year.
Bob Sween

•

•
Seminars For All

The

instance, that instead of sending
one or two students to Montreal
to an international conference, the
same amount of money would be
spent bringing a qualified state department official, skilled in international affairs, here on campus to
lecture and hold seminars so that
all students might attend.
Is this program plausible? Within
the last three months Senate representatives spoke with Senator Smith's
and Rep. McIntire's offices about
this. I talked to Sen. Muskie's administrative aide in March. All three
point out that such a program is
certainly feasible for next year if
a tentative schedule is drawn up
well in advance. All three have
agreed to help us obtain speakers.
Compare this program with the
conference circuit approach. It's my
belief that only one program takes
the entire student body into consideration.
Ted Sherwood, Member
• Student Sen. Exec. Comm.

MAINE campus
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Lead On McDuff
Mr. Norman L. French, Jr., President
General Student Senate
Campus
Dear President French:
On behalf of all red-blooded administrators (male and female), I
accept your challenge for a duel
(weapons: soft ball and bat) to be
staged on Maine Day, Wednesday,
May 8.
Since I denote a certain attitude
of benevolent condescension in your
letter of challenge, may I say that
we shall be prepared to accept no
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Norman L. French, Jr.

say that everything presented in
this letter is the absolute truth and
can be proven at any time. Furthermore, it is not next year's Senate
leadership that will decide where
the money is to be spent, but rather,
this year's Student Senate.
Sincerely,
Norman L. French, Jr.
President, General Student
Senate

In concurrence:

Stay I
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Stay In Maine!
To The Editor,
I agree with you completely Professor Bow—err, fellow student
Bowie. Heaven knows who will keep
us wild women under control when
we graduate; we certainly won't be
able to judge life for ourselves, but
then that isn't the University's problem, is it?
Dear, dear Mr. Bowie, if we are
not exposed to the thorns of life,
how will we learn how to cope with
them? To be shown the difficulty of
life is just what Miss Rossberg is
advocating—You are the irrational
one. Can't you and your "nonconservative" friends see that if we
have the years of an adult, why
shouldn't we have their world—or
something close to it at least. We
want the responsibility of making decisions ourselves.
Poor Miss Rossberg? Poor Mr.
Bowie. How will he be able to cope
with the difficulties of life. Solution!
Stay in Maine. Here all the outside
changes in civilization won't get you.
Another reason why you'd better
stay; honey, you'd be laughed out
of any other place. Besides, they
need you in Augusta. Fire up, Ron!
Name Withheld on Request
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To The Editor:
Serenading at night was not
wrong in 1603, but evidently in 1963
it is. In reference to Miss Laurel
Rossberg's recent contribution to
The Maine Campus (April 18),
this is a beautiful example of overprotection and one cause of illfeeling directed toward the administration.
Come now—can a group of men
singing around campus at night be
all that bad? It might be a means
for avoiding less desirable activities,
i.e. panty raids, etc., which are the
outcome of pent-up tensions that
are always present in any school.
To our entertainers: Great! Do
it again!
Yours truly,
Renate Fink
Carolyn Somers
Gail Putnam
Dorothy Bradford
Dorothy Thompson
Carol Parker
Nona Haggett
Shirley Irving

•
Board For Bugs?
To The Editor:
Generally I don't bother to complain, at least not in print, about
dormitory food. It's institution food
period. But something has been
bothering me lately.
We pay approximately $400 per
semester for room and board. I
would like to inquire whether this
sum also covers the interesting assortment of bugs which we have
been finding in our food in York
Hall lately. Yes, hugs!
A few weeks ago I discovered a
pretty brown beetle peering at me
from the top of a raspberry sundae.
Then one morning at breakfast fie
girl next to me noticed a lovely
black weevil floating in her oatmeal.(One weevil in a cereal usually
means many others are also present.)
Well, that wasn't too bad—both of
these were dead, anyway.
Two weeks ago I was contemplating my fruit salad when a small
black winged creature crawled down
the length of a piece of banana. He
was very much alive. One night last
week the girl behind me flicked a
similar insect off her cake.
I realize that these bugs don't eat
much. But I'm not quite convinced
of their nutritional value to students.
If these creatures are being paid for
by room and board money, I request a rebate!
Carolyn Zachary

To Jake
INTERESTED IN SAVING MONEY?

Some Punch Way Thru!

Let National Life show you the newest
Additional Insurance Option available on
the campus.

frum Rube

RON BISHOP, '53
Tel. 942-7331
Bangor, Maine
NATIONAL LIFE of VERMONT

Dear Uncle Jake,
Went over to watch the Chariot Races on Saturday and we
did have a great time. My roommate can't understand why they
don't run them races up the mall. He says only half as many
people would get runover. He says it would keep the streets from
gettin bloody but it's "too much for the bureaucracy to comprehend." Whatever thet means. We saw all the Fraternity boys
makin like horses just apullin them wagons. And we saw some
other fellers thet were making like animals but they weren't pullin
no rigs. These other guys would carry on in the strangest ways.
They were sayin things like "screamer" and "fire up" and "all
right." A friend of mine was atellin me thet*there are some guys
thet study their way thru college and, there are some guys thet
punch their way thru. These few animals sure make the other
Fraternity men look bad but the University has to keep them here
so the Alumni will have somethin to be proud of. You see Uncle,
the state dosen't give us much money, so they got to get it from
the students or you Graduates. So the animals stay—thets what
thet feller said and he's a member of the Glorious Old Party so
I ain't got no reason to doubt him.
It sure was funny, to see the Campus Police lead the parade
of overloaded cars all around. People were ahangin all over them
cars but the Officers didn't mind until some guy showed a toddy
bottle. Well, naturally thet policeman had to give him a ticket but
it sure was nice of them fellers to lend us thet purty blue lite and
all.

(A uthor of"! Was a Teen-age Dwarf","The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.)

HOW TO SEE EUROPE
FOR ONLY $300 A DAY: NO. 3
When all of you go to Europe during your summer vacation,
you will certainly want to visit Spain, where the tall corn grows,
The first thing you will notice upon entering Spain is the
absence of sibilants. In Spain "s" is pronounced "th" and
thereby hangs a tale. Until the reign of Philip IV—or Guy
Fawkes, as he was sometimes called—Spaniards said "s" just
like everybody else. Philip IV, however, lisped, and Spaniards,
having an ingrained sense of propriety and not wishing to embarrass their monarch, decided that everybody should lisp. This
did indeed put Philip IV very much at his ease, but in the end
it turned out to be a very bad thing for Spain. It wrecked the
sassafras industry—Spain's principal source of revenue—and
reduced the nation to a second-class power.

Well, it's time to go watch the T-V. Course, I ain't sure we
can get into the room cause we been kind of naughty lately. We
messed up the T-V Room the other night and when the Janitor got
a chance, between naps, to see the room he sure got anxious. He
said we can't stay up late ANY more.
Say "Hi" to whoever is running thet place nowadays.
Your Loving Nephew,

-••440 14eeP bociYdid 6oul 6delkr

RUBE

OLYMPIA

DeGRASSE JEWELERS

Portable Typewriter
—1
/
2 Carat Diamonds from
$195

World's Finest
2 Year Guarantee
FREE TRIAL

—U. of M. Charms

Choice of Type Style

Gass Office Supply Co.
138 Washington Street
Bangor
"near old Bangor-Brewer bridge"
Telephone 942-6789

—Class Rings in Stock
from
Size 8 to 11

OFFICIAL NOTICES
1. Third installment tuition payment now due at Treasurer's Office.
2. I.D. card photographs for ALL students who plan to
return next fall will be taken in Wingate Hall as follows:
A - I (initial letters of last name)
May 13, Monday, to May 17, Friday.
K -Z

May 20, Monday, to May 24, Friday.
PLUS
Tuesday and Wednesday nights of EACH week,
6:00 to 7:30 p.m.
Those who neglect having photos taken this spring and
have to have them taken next fall are NOT furnished
temporary cards pending arrival of permanent ones.
Mark your calendar now.

As a result, Spaniards were all forced to turn to bull fighting
in order to keep body and soul together. Today, wherever you
go in Spain—in Madrid, in Barcelona, in Toledo, in Cleveland
—you will see bulls being fought. For many years the bulls
have sought to arbitrate this long-standing dispute, but the
Spaniards, a proud people who use nothing but Castile soap,
have rejected all overtures.
It is therefore necessary for me to explain bull fighting to
anyone who is going to Spain. It is also necessary for me to
say a few words about Marlboro Cigarettes because they pay
me for writing this column, and they are inclined to pout if I
ignore their product. In truth, it is no chore for me to sing the
praises of Marlboro Cigarettes, for I am one who fairly swoons
with delight when I come upon a cigarette which gives you the
full, rich taste of good tobaccos plus the pure white Selectrate
filter, and Marlboro is the only smoke I have found that fulfills
both requirements. Oh, what a piece of work is Marlboro! The
flavor reaches you without stint or diminution. You, even as I,
will find these statements to be happily true when once you
light a Marlboro. Marlboros come to you in soft pack or FlipTop box, and are made only by the makers of Marlboro.
But I digress. Let us return to bull fighting. Bulls are by
nature bellicose creatures who will keep fighting till the cows
come home. Then they like to put on pipe and slippers and
listen to the "Farm and Home Hour." However, the Spaniards
will not allow the bulls any surcease. They keep attacking the
bull and making veronicas—a corn meal pancake filled with
ground meat. Bulls, being vegetarians, reject the veronicas
and then, believe you me, the fur starts to fly!
To be perfectly honest, many Spaniards have grown weary
of this incessant struggle and have left their homeland. Columbus, for example, took off in three little ships—the Patti,
the Maxene, and the Laverne—and discovered Ohio. Magellan
later discovered Columbus. Balboa also sailed to the New
World, but he was silent on a peak in Darien, so it is difficult
to know what he discovered.
Well sir, I guess that's all you need to know about Spain.
So now, as the setting sun casts its rosy fingers over El Greco,
let us take our reluctant leave of Spain—or Perfidious Albion,
as it is jocularly called. Aloha,Spain or Perfidious Albion,aloha!
C1963 Sfax Shulman

*

3. SCHOLARSHIP RECOGNITION ASSEMBLY —
10:00 a.m.. Tuesday, May 14th. The second period
will end at 9:40 a.m. to permit time to assemble. The
third period will be omitted.

*

*

Let us not, however,take our leave ofsmoking pleasure. Let
us keep enjoying those fine Marlboro Cigarettes—rich,golden
tobacco—pure white Selectrate liter—soft pack or Flip-Top
box—available in all lily States of the Union.
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This year's candidates for the Washington Alumni Watch Award are
left to right: Bill Chandler, Scott Philbrick. Guy Whitten, Jim Hanson,
Charlie Crockett, and Baron Hicken. The male members of the upper
three classes will vote for the winner.

Seniors Nominated For Watch Awards
(Continued from Page One)
versity Park, and a Maine Day project leader in 1962.
Crockett, a Senior Skull, has been
chairman and adviser of Winter
Carnival, treasurer of his junior and
senior class, chairman of the Homecoming Dance, chairman of Senior
Class Day, and social chairman of
Phi Mu Delta.
Hanson has served as class president for the past three years, is a
Senior Skull, and has been a Senator,
a Sophomore Owl, vice president of
Phi Mu Delta, a member of the
Washington Watch Award committee, a proctor for two years, and a
Maine Day project leader.
Hicken, a Senior Skull, has been
class vice president for the past two
years, a Sophomore Owl, vice president of "M" Club, president of the

Maine Athletic Association, a member of the track team, and a member
of Phi Eta Kappa.
Philbrook, also a Senior Skull, has
served on the frosh executive committee. Student Senate, MUAB for
four years, president of MUAB, Social Affairs Committee for two years,
chairman of the Memorial Union
Governing Board, varsity ski team,
vice president of Scabbard and Blade,
and president of Alpha Tau Omega.
Whitten is vice president of IFC,
a Senior Skull, and has been on the
varsity track team, president of "M"
Club, president of IMAA, chairman
of the M.D. Drive, Winter Carnival
Committee, Maine Day Committee,
Dorm Council, Greek Weekend
Committee, and is a member of Phi
Eta Kappa.

BANGOR-MERRIFIELD OFFICE SUPPLY
Complete Office and School Supplies
Newly Relocated In Our New Store At
14 State St., Bangor

Orono, Maine, May 2, 1963
contributors of service and dollars
to their alma mater.

Chase Speaks At
Scholarship Honor
Societies Banquet

Seniors Present Gift,
Announce Alumni
Officers At Meeting

Dr. Jere Chase, executive vice
president of the University of New
Hampshire, will be the principal
speaker at the Joint Scholastic
Honor Societies Banquet at the University of Maine on Tuesday evening, May 7.
The banquet will be served at
7 p.m. at Stodder Hall. Dr. Chase
will speak on the subject, "The Case
for Change."
Cited during the program will be
members of three State University
scholastic honor societies, Sigma Xi,
Phi Kappa Phi, and Phi Beta Kappa.
Persons wishing to attend may
obtain tickets from Horace A. Pratt,
Room 107, Boardman Hall.

The Class of '63 will give the
library $1,500 and will set up a
$3,000 trust fund as their class gift
to the University. This gift was
chosen over proposed trophy cases
for the gym by three-fourths of the
seniors who voted.
At the same time the seniors reelected their present class officers as
their alumni officers for the first
two years after graduation. Jim
Hanson will remain president; Baron
Hicken, vice president; Charlie
Crockett, treasurer; and Jan Donovan, secretary.
The gift and alumni officers were
announced at the senior class dinner
on April 24.
Over 400 seniors and their wives
and husbands attended the dinner.
Guests were President and Mrs.
Elliott, Mr. George H. Crosby, and
Mr. and Mrs. William C. Wells,
class advisor.
President Elliott, guest speaker,
urged the seniors to become regular

NOTICE
Meet the candidates Sunday at
7 in the Main Lounge of the Memorial Union. The presidential and
vice presidential candidates in the
General Student Senate will be there
to answer questions from the floor
and outline their aims for next year's
Senate.
STUDENT ART EXHIBIT
Entries of students who participated in the MUAB Student Art Exhibit may be picked up in the
MUAB office in the Memorial
Union any afternoon.

Dr. T. Russell Woolley, Executi% e
Director of the General Alumni Association, explained the Association's
work to keep track of alumni by
a directory, now being published of
all former students.
PRISM
Openings for Freshmen are now
available for next years Prism. Acsistant Editors and business managers must get their applications into
the Freshman Executive Committee
before May 7th for processing.

ORONOKA RESTAURANT
SMORGASBORD 5:30-9:00
WEDNESDAY
PRIVATE PARTIES AND
BANQUETS

cormii),
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tatives of the Alui
and the Army Inspe
Fort Devens will be.

DANCE TO
NORM LAMBERT
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT.
"FINE FOOD YOU'LL
REMEMBER"
Tel. 866-2169

BEN SKLAR

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
One of the oldest private
camps for girls in Maine has
a few openings for college
girls who are qualified to instruct in the following areas:
ARCHERY,SAILING, CANOEING. AND TENNIS.
APPLY TO BOX 359,
SCARSDALE, N.Y. STATE
QUALIFICATIONS AND
EXPERIENCE.

...

THE

GAlt0m

Chestnut
Hill
From Chestnut Hill, a beautiful box-pleated skirt that's easy to live
with, easy to ensemble with your favorite blouses—and easy to
admire. With hip-stitching for marvelous control and side zipper it's
fashioned of a wash-and-wear 65% Dacron, 35% cotton poplin, with
magic new Soil-gard protection. Happily, it needs little or no ironing.
In Black, Smoke, Navy, Charcoal Grey, Wet Sand, Denim Blue—plus
fashion tones inspired by the season. Sizes 1 to 15 and 4 to 18.

The one lotion that's cool, exciting
— brisk as an ocean breeze!

The one•and- y Old Spice exhilarates., gives you that great•to-bealive feeling...refreshes after every shave...adds to your assurance...
and wins feminine approval every time. Old Spice After Shave Lotion,
1.25 and 2.00 plus tax.

5 H U LT0N

— the shave lotion men recommend to other men!

BEN SKLAR
OLD

st4

Smoke all 7 fil
some taste toc
light. But Vic
like a filter cic
01963. Brown F.

p.
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ROTC Schedules
Review of Cadets

U-N1
stair. and students
are invited to attend the annual Review and Award ceremony of the
First Cadet Brigade Reserve Officers
Training Corps Thursday. May 9,
at 4:05 p.m.
The Review is planned for Alumni
a are now
Field, but in case of inclement
Prism. Asweather, it v. ill be held in the Field
ness manHouse
.
ations into
Committee ,
Awards will he presented to cadets
who have distinguished themselves
:ssing.
by outstanding performance in the
past year.
President Lloyd H. Elliott, memRANT
bers of the Administration, represen10-9:00
tatives of the Alumni Association,
and the Army Inspection Team from
Fort Devens will be on hand for the
AND
,:eremonies.
RT
NIGHT.
'J'LL

to live
easy to
,per it's
in, with
ironing.
e--plus
18.

Three Battle
(Continued from Page One)
dents, fraternity men, off-campus
students, and faculty members)
from 11:30 to 12:30. The menu
consists of chicken, pickles, potato
chips, salad, and ice cream. The
Dirigos will provide "music to eat
barbecued chicken by." Other entertainers include Hil Page and Steve
Gould. At 12:45 the winners of the
Beard Growing Contest will receive
their prizes, and the new Campus
Mayor will be announced.
The annual IFC Sing will bring
Maine Day activities to a close at
7 p.m. in the Gym. Competing this
year will be Lambda Chi Alpha,
Alpha Tau Omega, Phi Mu Delta,
Phi Kappa Sigma, Sigma Chi, Phi
Eta Kappa, Delta Tau Delta, Sigma Nu, Tau Kappa Epsilon, Sigma
Phi Epsilon, and Tau Epsilon Phi.

LET'S GO ...
WITH

NACO

(-

FOR

SENATE V.P.
Experienced —Qualified

TAKE,A TIP ,FROM THE BROTHER,-
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Professor Niven
Receives Plaque Al
Final Performance

The Rangefinder
JOHN CASWELL

Prof. Lewis Niven, head of the
Do you have a light meter? If not do you know how to
music department, conducted the
get the
final concert of the school year last most out of your camera with respect to exposure? If
you
follow
Thursday evening. He was given a the sheet which comes with your film, chanc
es are that your picplaque for 19 years' service to the tures are well exposed but often
blurred due to sublest movement.
U-M, the choir dedicated a song to If a few basic rules
are followed you can stop the action and still
him and Mrs. Niven received a retain the
well exposed picture.
bouquet of roses from the choir and
Exposure is the term in photog- gate
smaller we can let in small
band.
raphy which defines the amount of
amounts of light in a given period
There was a larger than usual light which reache
s
attendance at the band night. Niven camera. A partic the film in the of time.
ular kind of film
kept the numbers coherent and mov- always requires
A sheet of directions comes with
approximately the
ing.
same amount of light to form an every package of film that you buy
today. This sheet tells you first how
Taking part in the concert were image that we would
the U-M band and choir and the po,ed. There are two call well ex- to set your meter if you have one.
ways in which
Bangor Symphony Orchestra.
this exposure can be varied to ob- There is a chart on this sheet which
tain well exposed negatives in dif- tells you what exposure to use for
different kinds of light. These charts
BEARD GROWING CONTEST
ferent brightnesses of light.
are
usually based on a shutter speed
The
shutte
r
speed
is
one means
Winners of the Beard Growing
of a fiftieth
Contest will be announced and will of varying the amount of light The f-num or a sixieth of a second.
ber
receive their prizes at 12:45 during reaching the film. The shutter is on this sheet. is all that is varied
This means that most
the bar-b-que lunch on Maine Day. like a gate which opens anti closes amateurs
that follow this sheet
to let light through to the film.
The gate can be left open for a never change their shutter speeds
People Soy—
very short time permitting a mini- according to the subject matter of
mum amount of light through or their picture. Each number on the
"Voss coos limd a PARK'S"
it can be left open for a relatively aperture scale of your camera replong time permitting a greater resents half the amount of light
GOING FISHING?
amount of light through. Cameras which would be let through by using
today usually have shutter speeds the preceding number. If you open
We have what yen need
ranging from as much as one sec- the gate wider, you can leave it
ond to as little as one thousand open for a shorter period of time.
in RODS—REELS—LURES of a second. Speed
s slower than If the chart tells you that for a
one thirtieth of a second are rare- bright sunny day you should use
FISHING LICENSES
ly used unless the camera is used a sixtieth of a second at f-16 you
on a tripod or some other stable could use any of the following
combinations.
object.
The aperture is the other means
1/30 1/60 1/125 1/250 1/500
of controlling the quantity of light
f-22 f-I6 f-11
f-8
f-5.6
reaching the film. The aperture is
1/1000
a means of varying the size of the
f-4.5
gate mentioned in the preceding
Why would you want to do this?
paragraph. The aperture numbers If you were shotin
g a scene or a perrepresent the denominators of a son who was not
moving around too
fraction so that the smaller the f- much the exposu
res suggested on the
number (the aperture numbers are sheet are fine. If
you want to shoot
commonly called f-numbers.) the a baseball player
more light is getting through. By any picture whererunning bases or
there is more
using a low f-number which makes than usual activit
y a shorter shutter
the gate larger we can let more light speed is needed
to stop the action
through in a given period of time and prevent blur.
The faster the ac(shutter speed). Of course by using tion the shorte
r is the shutter speed
a large f-number which makes tilt needed to stop the
action.

5,4
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ALSO IN FAMILIAR
SOFT PACK
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17/ j
Smoke all 7 filter brands and you'll agree:
some taste too strong ... others taste too
light. But Viceroy tastes the way you'd
like a filter cigarette to taste!
(.01983. Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corporation

not too strong...
not too light...

Viceroy's got-the
taste that's right!

Try Pipers-on-the-rocks for a quick
pick-up. You'll get to
the top fast in these stripped-for-actio
n slacks. Hidden tabs
hold 'ern up. . . no belt, no cuffs, no
gimmicks. They give you
that low-slung look; lean, lanky and
lethal. In terrific new
colors and washable fabrics at hip
shops ... $4.95 to $8.95

L.•

up-and-comers go for HEINS piper slac

ks
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Operation Magnet Draws Maine
Students To St. Joseph's Campus
By KEITH GRAND
Operation Magnet drew student
delegates from Maine colleges to
beautiful St. Joseph's campus in
North Windham, Maine, Saturday.
At Operation Magnet's annual conference, Maine college students met
with representatives of business and
government to discuss the reasons
why qualified graduates leave the
state to live and work elsewhere.
The opening address by Mr. Merton J. Gribbin of the Maine Employment Security Commission urged
reappraisal of thinking to adjust to
increasing unemployment caused by
automation.
Delegates met in four workshops to discuss the exodus from
the state of young Maine talent
from four different viewpoints.
These workshops represented the
interests of education. gov ernment• and manufacturing and
non-manufacturing business concerns. In each workshop students
and panel members exchanged
views, asked questions, and debated issues pertinent to stemming the flow of young Maine
'wage earners to other parts of
the country.
A brief outline of the complex
situation might clarify the main
points of contention. The existing
situation is attributed to these main
factors:
1. Maine college graduates leave
the state because there simply are
not enough job opportunities to
employ them all. Also, comparable
jobs in other states pay better salaries, in many cases.
2. Maine's economy is fairly static. with few new job opportunities
arising to compensate for increasing
unemployment caused by automation.
3. Maine's geographic location.
distant from the raw materials and
markets of many new industries,
prohibits their locating here.
4. Conservative thinking throughout much of the state offers resistance to many of those industries
which might operate profitably in
Maine.
However. it would be misleading
to recognize only the neg.iz,ve viewpoint in this summation. Certain factors are operating which could, with
proper development and foresight,
favorably alter Maine's economy.
Again this brief enumeration outlines in simple terms a situation of
many complexities.
I. Industry has little territory
other than Maine to which it can
expand. Already it has reached the
New Hampshire border in its north-
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U-M Establishes
$100 Scholarship
To Honor Lord

Winter Carnival Committee
Secedes From Senate

ern surge. Maine has plenty of space
The Student Senate decided to next year's Winter Carnival. There
A scholarship honoring the late separate itself from the Winter Car- will be positions available by interfor industrial developments.
2. Maine has an abundant supply George E. Lord, former director of nival Committee a week ago, Tues- view for Chairman and Co-Chairof excellent water, an important con- the U-M Cooperative Extension Ser- day, allowing the Committee to be- man. The Committee will be chosen
sideration in an industry such as vice, has been established at the Uni- come a separate entity, not a Senate on a pyramid basis so experienced
steel manufacture, and important versity in recognition of his con- sub-committee.
people will be returning each year.
generally in a country with increas- tributions to Maine agriculture.
Under the new plan, all profits
ing water pollution and contaminaLord retired in December, 1962, from
each weekend will be put in CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
tion.
and died last Thursday at a Bangor a fund to be
used for the next carn3. Maine can supply the labor hospital. He was 61.
A representative of the U. S. Inival.
force for industry. As mentioned
The scholarship will be $100 to
formation Agency will visit the camIn the past, the weekend was finbefore, there are more qualified come from a fund of at least
$2,500.
persons than there are jobs to em- The George E. Lord Scholarship anced by the sophomore, junior and pus on May 10 to talk to interested
ploy them.
Fund will be deposited with the senior classes and the profits or faculty members and student groups
4. Maine, the vacationland, has University of Maine Foundation. losses were divided equally among regarding the career opportunities
not developed recreational facilities The Fund will be administered by them.
with the Information Agencies
on a year-round basis. Winter rec- Frank D. Reed, Norman R.
From May 3-10 there will be sign through the Career Foreign Service
Ness,
reation attracts tourists as easily as George F. Dow, and Stacy
R. up boxes in the Library and Union Examination which will be given
does summer-time fun.
Miller.
for anyone interested in working on next September.
Carleton
Key speeches by Mr.
Lord was born in West Lebanon
Lane of the Maine Industrial
November 18, 1901, the son of Mr.
Building Association and Mr. Benand
Mrs. Edgar B. Lord. He gradujamin Dorsky, President of the
ated from the University of Maine
Maine State Federated Labor
in 1924 and received his Master's
Council, developed many of the
in
Public Administration from Haritems listed above from an optivard, after attending the Universities
mistic standpoint. While both felt
293 Broadway
of Wisconsin and Minnesota.
that present conditions stemmed
He was a member of Lambda Chi
from a static economy, a conAt the Park
certed effort by business, govern- Alpha Fraternity: Alpha Zeta, honment, and educational leaders to orary agricultural society; and was
develop Maine's existing resources grand director of Epsilon Sigma Phi,
would create an economy capable national professional agricultural fraof absorbing the flow of college ternity.
Lord was honored during the regraduates.
cent Farm and Home Week for
many years of service to Maine agriTHE 66 SCRIPT
culture as an able administratornewspaper.
The Freshman Class
educator in the agricultural affairs of
The '66 Script, will be sent to all the state and nation.
freshmen free of charge. Anyone
who has any interesting class pictures and who will allow them to
Sales — RAMBLER — Service
be printed, please contact Jim Butler,
Editor of the '66 Script.

Bangor Tastee Freez

Typists or anyone interested in
helping the Freshman Executive
Committee put out the "66 Script."
Contact Jim Butler—Editor.

DARLING'S

97 Oak Street

Tel, 917-8341

Bangor

NIKON MICROSCOPES
Special Offer for Sen/14.Nt&
ior Pre-Medical Students, Superb quality
by the makers of the
world famous NIKON
camera and accessories. Guaranteed acceptance at all medical
schools. Call or write
for special "NIKON
MEDICAL
STUDENT
MICRObrochure
S C 0 P E"
and special discount
offer for students entering medical school.
'
Exclusive in New EngPk/
land at:
alaik4
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FERRANTI-DEGE, INC.
1252 Mass. Ave.. Harvard Square.
Cambridge. Mass.
Phone KI 7-8600

IT'S A GAS!

FROM
NUTS

• 4" SOUP

Its II lusts
In Ilettreen
That founts

LUNCH OR DINE AT

THE FORD ROOM
SECOND FLOOR
MEMORIAL CN1ON
A Beautiful ROOM—Tasty Menus
Open Daily

(and easy on it)
This is quite a car ... the Rambler American 440-H
Hardtop. Clean lines and a sporty flair. Looks that
56y "go." A power plant that has the message, plus
Irving ways with a tank of gas.
91enty of people room. Buckets, console, and
138-hp engine standard. Twin-Stick Floor Shift
adJs lots of action at little cost.
9ambler prices are tagged to save you money.
And you keep saving after you own one. More servbue-free. Muffler and tailpipe designed to last at
Prast as many years as the original buyer owns the
war. Double-Safety Brakes (self-adjusting, too)and
host of other solid Rambler features. Why not see
and drive a Rambler soon—at your Rambler dealer.

RAMBLER'63
Winner of Motor Trend Magazine Award:

"CAR OF THE YEAR"
mimmit.immennewsv

You cat the play with
Twin Stick Floor Shift
—has Instant Overtake.

Ii

VITAL'S."0E135
Greatest discov
greaseless gm(
without grease.
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BEAR FACTS UConn Blanks Maine
By Bob Garland

STERNBERG AND OERTER SET TRACK RECORDS

Sophomore pole vaulter, Brian Sternberg, set an unoffic
ial
outdoor record of 16' 5" at the Penn Relays Saturd
Sternb
ay.
erg
set the record on his first outdoor try to soar over the 16'
vaulter from Washington smashed the official outdoo mark. The
r record
16' 2/
1
2"set by Penti Niklua of Finland last June and the unoffic of
ial
16' 4" of John Pennel (Northeast La. State). Sternb
erg tried three
times to clear 16' 7", just missing on the second try. His perfor
mance stole the show from the featured relay races in which
Fordhams' distance runners and Michigan States' sprinters each wound
up with double victories for the two day event.
Villanova, eastern collegiate champion, spent a frustrating weeken
d.
Expecting to win four or five relays, the Wildcats had to
settle for the sprint
medlay, winning in 3:20:1, a meet record. Earlier, Jim Keefe
of Central
Conn. State, opened the program with a record breaking perfor
mance in
the two mile run. He was timed at 8:56:2. Keefe, New Englan
d two mile
champion, wiped out a 9:01:7 mark set by Lew Stieglitz of Conn.
in 1957.
At the Mt. San Antonio Relays in Walnut, California, Al Oerter
of
the New York Athletic Club bettered his old world record in the
discus
throw with a toss of 205' 51A". Oerter, a two time Olympi
cs winner
broke the mark in his second try. His official record of 204' 10!i"
was
set in Chicago in a meet between the United States and Poland
. Earlier,
Bob Hayes of Florida A&M ran the fastest 100 meters in track
history
(9.9) but it won't count as a world record because of an 11 MPH
wind at
his back. The allowable wind assistance is 4.473 MPH. The world
record
of 10 seconds flat is held by Armin Hary of Germany and Harry Gerom
e
of Canada.
CELTICS HAIL "THE COLS"

Bears Recover, 3-2

By JIM BUTLER
Maine Whitewashed 9-0
Connecticut's ace pitcher, Ed
Jones, alloted six scattered hits in
Friday's opener at the University of
Maine as the Huskies romped.
Jones struck out ten and walked
two in achieving his fourth consecutive win of the new season. Maine
had runners on base throughout the
game, but the stingy Connecticut
defense kept all but one man from
third.
The Huskies scored three times
in the third and twice in the fourth
before starter Dick Dolloff was
taken out. Dick Flaherty came in to
relieve and the UConn's plated two
more runs before being retired.
Ex-Westbrook ace Dolloff had
trouble finding the plate. He walked
seven in the 2/
1
4 inning parade.
Flaherty was effective for two more
innings but he was followed by Dave

Haskell, Roger Richards and Tommy
Murphy. Murphy and Haskell didn't
allow any runs to score in their
stints.
Lee Johnson was Connecticut's
power hitter. Clouted a two-run
single and scored on a walk and another single. In the third, Johnson
hit a single accounting for another
Huskie run. Flaherty replaced Dolloff and was greeted with a two run
single by Dorrie Jackson before he
could retire the side. Roger Richards
allowed two more runs to score in
Ab R Bit BI
Nelson 2b
4
0
2
0
Coughlin 3b
3
0
0
0
Nesbit cf
4
0
0
0
Gaw lb
4
0
1
0
Holmes rf
4
0
2
0
Flynn ss
4
0
1
0
DeSisto
3
0
0
0
Mercer c
3
0
0
0

Outdoor Angle

TONY YUODSNUKIS
The Boston Celtics breakup dinner turned out to be a more extended
On your list of events to see year when
Maine came out sixth
tribute to Bob Cousy last Friday night. The remarks of Torn Heinso
should be the annual intercollegiate among thirtee
hn and
n teams. They have
Bill Russell made a deep impression on the gathering. Russell said. "Bob
Woodsmen's Weekend on May 4 and been training
hard for the events
Cousy has given a lot not only to the Celtics, but also to the city
5. Maine is the host school this year this weekend
and
so let's get out there
for this weekend-long test of woods and give them
state by just being himself." Heinsohn told of the advice given him
some support. The
by
Cousy during his freshman year with the Celtics. Heinsohn said, "Bob lore. Among the other participating contests, with the exception
of the
schools are the United States Mili- canoeing events
instilled in me that little extra pride and desire to go all out in a
held at Pushaw
game. tary Academy at West Point, Nichol
s Pond, will take place behind York
Also, Auerbach apologized to Jim Loscutoff, Clyde Lovelette, and
Dan College, Dartmouth, University of Hall
in the area where the South
Swartz for not using them more in the playoffs. Red thanked them though
Massachusetts, and Paul Smith's Apartments
used to be located.
for their preparedness to carry out whatever assignments that might
be School of Forestry. The weekend
Here
needed. Frank Ramsey called the Lakers "still a team of the future,
is a note of interest for those
" and consists of a number of contests
he added, "I hope tomorrow never comes."
that rigorously test the woods' skills who can hardly wait for the woodcock season to roll around again.
Paul Hornung was on hand at Cousy's testimonial in Worcester of the participants such as log rollThe
Wildlife Department is coning,
cross-c
ut
sawing, speed chopping,
Sunday night. A crowd of 3000 gave Hornung a standing ovatio
n that pulp throwing, precision pole felling, ducting a woodcock survey and
lasted five minutes. Hornung avoided any mention of his suspen
sion and fire building. Bait and fly cast- volunteers are needed. They leave
by the National Football League, other than to say that he had a
hectic ing for accuracy and distance will Deering Hall parking lot every night
seven days last week. The occasion was not lacking humor in that
Cousy also take place. A fifty pound bag at 6:45 and make the trek to the
Greenbush area. The woodcock are
was presented two new sets of number plates inscribed B.C. 1 and B.C.
2 in of sand lashed to a packboard
trapped in a mist net, banded, and
recognition of the coaching role he has taken over at Boston College
should
make
for
an
excitin
g
and
. Holy
released. Actually it's quite interestgruelling packboard race.
Cross fans got a big chuckle when Cousy was presented a purple
and
On Sunday morning the canoeing ing and lots of fun. Anyone interwhite Boston College banner. Purple and white of course being the
colors events will be held at
Pushaw Pond. ested in the project can sign up on
of Holy Cross.
One man and two man canoe races the bulletin board on the first floor
and a portage race will round out in Deering Hall.
the list of contests. Maine will be
The rod and gun club will meet
represented by two teams with Dick on Thursday, May 9th, at 7:00 p.m.
Riding, a sophomore forester, as in the Union. Notices will be posted
captain. The boys will be out to on various bulletin boards around
make a better showing than last the campus.

Announcing Reopening
EMPLE KNITTING MILLS

the eighth on three walks, a single
and an error.
Johnson and Jackson contributed
five hits and six RBI's between them.
Vic Nelson and Jon Holmes had
two hits apiece for the Bears.
BEARS MAKE COMEBACK 3-2
The University of Maine struck
back at the Huskies of Connecticut
on Saturday behind the powerful
arm of Bill Thomas. Thomas was
threatened in both the eighth and
ninth innings but came out of the
game on top.
This was Connecticut's first Yankee Conference loss of the season.
It was Maine's second win after a
split last week with Massachusetts.
650 fans sat spellbound at the eighth
inning antics that nearly cost Maine
the game.
With one out in the Eighth Thomas walked two men, his first free
passes of the game, an error loaded
the bases before Thomas bore down
and struck out the next two batters.
In the ninth with two out Bill
Robidoux lined a single to center,
Thomas walked Jackson, to put
runners on first and second. But
again Thomas met the task and
forced Doug King to fly out to
centerfielder Connie Nesbit.
Maine jumped on Connecticut's
starter for two runs in the second.
Dave Gaw walked, Jon Holmes
singled, and when Tommy Flynn
cracked a sharp infield hit, the Huskies caught Gaw between third and
home. Swivel-hipped Gaw spun
away from the trap and scored.
Holmes later scored on Hadlock's
infield out.
Connecticut came back to knot
the score in the third by three consecutive singles by Ribidoux, Jackson, and King. The last run being
produced by Mike Haidat's infield
out.
Maine slashed four straight singles
in the sixth for the winning run.
Hadlock picked up the RBI. Maine
also had a good chance in the fifth
with the bases loaded and no-one
out, but a double play and an easy
infield out nullified the threat.

Nelson 2b
DeSisto 3b
Nesbit cf
Gaw lb
Holmes rf
Flynn ss
Hadlock If
Haley c
Thomas p

ab
3
5
4
1
4
4
3
3
4

r
0
0
0
1
2
0
0
0
0

h hi
0 0
0 0
1 0
1 0
2 0
2 0
1
2
1 0
1 0

Factory Outlet Store

APPLIANCES
LINOLEUMS • • RUGS
BEDS CHESTS DESKS

SWEATERS.. . at factory prices for the entire family.

AT REASONABLE PRICES

* Ladies' 100% Wool Double Knit Two-Piece Suits: $9.71
Values up to $20.00

OLD TOWN

* If you Buy Two or More Suits: $8.74 a Suit
* Ladies' Brushed 100% Wool Pullovers: $2.91
Values up to $8.00

ECONOMY FURNITURE
Railroad Station, Old Town
Tel. 827-2484

* Men's Brushed 100% Wool Ivy League Crew Pullover:

)lay with
lor Shift
ivertake.

$2.91Vcduesupto$10.00
SWEATERS FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY
Prices from 97c to $10.00

r

VITALIS6- KEEPS YOUR HAIR NEAT ALL DAY WITHOUT GREASE!
Greatest discovery since the comb! Vitalis with V-7v, the t;v1t4Ii4'
greaseless grooming discovery. Keeps your hair neat all day
without grease—and prevents dryness, too. Try Vitalis today. t

Values up to $20.00
Hours: Monday thru Friday 10 A.M. to 5 P.M.
Saturday: 9 A.M. to 12 Noon
Bar Harbor Road
Brewer, Maine
plenty of free parking

Bowling Lanes
Bangor-Brewer
STUDENT'S
SPECIAL!
Just say you're from the U of IN

250 incl. Shoes
MONDAY -FRIDAY
Dial 989-3798
Bar Harbor Rd., Brewer
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High School Play Day May 3-4
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Photo by Caswell
Dave Gaw, Maine's powerhitting first baseman swings for
the fence.
Picture by John Caswell.

Maine Trackmen Edge
By Strong B.C. Squad
By JOHN LIPSEY
Strength in the running events on
the part of Boston College effectively offset Maine strength in the
weight events, and gave them a 7065 victory over Maine, in Maine's
first outdoor track meet of the season.
Boston College won nine of the
fifteen events and six of these came
in the running events. Jutras of B.C.
won the mile in 4:20.4, Tessier the
100 yard dash in 9.9. Gilvey the
440 in 49.1, Owens the 880 in
1:57.6. Flynn the 220 in 21.5, which
was a meet record, and Rawson the
two mile in 9:26.5. also a meet
record.
Maine's only victories on the
track came in the hurdle events
where Baron Hicken took the 120
yard high hurdles in 15.3 seconds,
and then came back to take the 220
yard low hurdles in 24.9 seconds.
In the weight events it was a
different story. Boston College won
only one event, the hammer throw,
when George Desnoyers set a meet
record of 182' 5". Of the other
three weight events Arnold DeLaite
won two. First he took the javelin
with a meet record throw of 193' 0"
and then the shot put with a university record of 50' 6", and Dick
Nason won the discus with a throw
of 146' 0".
The only other Maine victory
came in the pole vault which Jim
Dean won at 11' 6" on fewer misses.
The broad jump went to Keller of
Boston College at 22' 1", and the
high jump to Clarke also of Boston

College at 6' 2".
In the freshman competition
Maine easily defeated Boston College 77-46. Mike Skaling set a meet
record in the pole vault with a vault
of 12' 6", and Howard Shaffer set
a meet record in the 880 winning in
2:01.7.
This Saturday Maine goes against
the University of New Hampshire
here at Orono.

On Friday, May 3, high school ball. After lunch there will be a
girls will be arriving on our campus square dancing program under the
for the annual High School Play Day direction of Alan Ede. A feature
sponsored by the Women's Ath- of the afternoon program will be a
letic Association and the Physical panel discussion of the physical edEducation Majors Club. The annual ucation curriculum, profession, and
Play day is scheduled to give the WAA. Panel members will be Dr.
high school students an incentive Kleindienst, Roberta Fowler, Carrie
for cooperating in team sports. The Burton (chairman), Laura Johnson,
comic strip, Peanuts, has been sel- and Gretchen Thomas.
ected for the theme with teams
Team captains from the universnamed for characters in the strip. ity, who will
serve as co-captains,
Assoc. professor Ella Brown will will be Andrea
Wise, Wilma Jackbe in charge of Friday nights' events son, Pamela Hennessy
, Carrie Burtassisted by student chairman, Elsa on, Lee Charest,
Gretchen Thomas,
Ilvonen. Saturdays' advisors will be Judith Moses,
Patricia Olcott, Nancy
Miss M. Eileen Cassidy, Miss Lavere Littlefield, Roberta
Fowler, Joan
Shaffer, and Miss Alice Finnegan Stricklan
d, Claire Colwell, Ginette
along with student co-chairmen Guinard, Mary
Thomas, Libby
Jocelyn Genest, and Nancy Steputis. Doughty, and
Rita Baker.
The preliminary program Friday
evening will begin with registration
at 4 p.m. followed by a dinner at
Stodder Hall. A tour will be made
of the campus then a demonstration
coffee, conversation, and
by the Gymnastics Club under the
paperbacks
direction of Brenda Barstow, president. Registration, Saturday morning will be followed by team games,
FRIDAY, May 3, 4:00 p.m.
volleyball. softball, and novelty softInformal faculty and student
seminar.
SUNDAY, May 5, 8:30 p.m.
Lowest prices, hest service
"FIRESIDE CHAT' with Dean
THOMAS CURRY, Dean of the
College of Technology.
THE CHALET
HOURS
Friday, 3-5:30, 8-11 p.m.
Saturday, 8-11 p.m.
Sunday, 8-10 p.m.

YGOP
There will be a meeting of the
University of Maine YGOP on
Thursday, May 9th, at 7:00 p.m.
in the Bumps Room of the Memorial Union. The State College Chairman from Portland will speak on
Governor Reed's Budget. Refreshments will be served.
Come and bring a friend.

Comm
Shifth

the COFFEE HOUSE

Tycloi Flying -A-

be your own decorator with

SUPER 'ICE M-TONE
OBLUXEI WALL PAINT

It hen you bring, in this

advertisement:
500 off per gallon
* 15e off per quart
WESTERN AUTO ASSOC.
STORE
5 Mill St.
Orono

right next door to campus
on College Ave.
Expert Tune-up Service
Tel. 866-2538

sayHappyMother's Day
with the silt of fashion
"-ono-4k

pVhoree blouses

SIZE!

43tosil

ANNUAL
.4NNIVERSARY

No.rt,timeN SPEED Saas-

SALE
IS

* Unusual Values
EVEN Lower than ordinary Prices on practically everything

Thoughtful. Flattering. Feminine. Lovely new blouses to give
pfrasure all year long. Come in and see this wonderful collection.
WES 28 to 38: Every new look to suit every woman's fashion taste.
$IM 38 to 446 A beautiful groups superlo4 tailored for pe,ifect fit.

:cps perspiratioli dor
so effectively it aallally
keeps skin oder-resistant!

If you're looking for something to wear,
Come on up and we'll pay the fare.

H. M. GOLDSMITH
No. Main St.

Old Town
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Speed Stick, the deodorant for men! Really helps
stop odor. One neat dry stroke lasts all day, goes
on so wide it protects almost 3 times the area of
a narrow roll-on track. No drip, never tacky!
Fast! Neat! Man-size! Mennen Speed Stick!

E

All it takes is one dean stroke daily!
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Committee Grapples With
Shifting Fraternity Issues
"It will either be fraternities or no fraternities
that fraternities should and can play a positive role. It seems to me
on campus, but
if we feel that the fraternities don't measure up
to certain basic
standards and seem to be making no effort to do so,
we will recommend the discontinuance of the system."
With these words Dr. John Nolde, Chairman
committee appointed last fall by U-M President Lloydof a faculty
H. Elliott,
stated the problem. purpose and some of the commi
ttee'
s findings
to this reporter.

Number 28

Election Results

'Playboy' Reigns As Mayor;
Sherwood Rules Over Senate
After four days of rigorous campaigning in a tense
mayoralty
race, Marshall "Pocket-Size Playboy" Stern emerg
ed
as Campus Mayor for 1963-64. He was announced victorious
the winner
during yesterday's Maine Day festivities.

Winners of the beard-growing contest were also announced yesterday. Cobb, Carrie Burton, Paul Kinsley,
Art Chartier won for style, Parviz and Pam Trojanoski.
Roger Boucher was elected presiMoarefi for length, and Bill Waite
The fraternity system at the U-M mean elimin
dent
of MAA. Senior representative
ating 19th Century theofor style and length.
presently has six houses on social ries of pledge
is Al Leathers; junior representatraini
ng,
hell
weeks,
Result
s
from
the campus-wide
probation and one house closed, discriminati
on of the fraternities
elections of Monday and Tuesday tive, Dave Svendsen; and soph
out of 17. The U-M Trustees voted in respec
;,/ thiN
t to their relationship
are also in. In the Senate race, Ted representative, Mike Skaling.
to close the Sigma Alpha Epsilon with the
university. "Unless houses
A Senate committee representaSherw
ood copped the presidency.
house at a November 21. 1962 extend an
effort toward this realigntive of all classes will select the
Parker
Denac
gallon
o
is
Trustee meeting. At the same time ment and
vice
The
president;
Senior Skulls have initiated
show the committee that
Diane Proctor, secretary; and Trudy winner of the Distinguished Faculty
Theta Chi, Tau Epsilon Phi, Delta they are
[uart
willing to live up to this a new pledge pin (shown above). Kinney, treasu
Award from the nominations made
rer.
Tau Delta, Phi Gamma Delta, and realignment
the committee will be The idea was conceived by Charlie
D ASSOC.
John
Howar
d
was
Sigma Chi were placed on social forced to
re-elected presi- by the student body.
recommend closing ac- Crockett and was designed by dent of the Class
The winner of the Watch Award
of '64. Vice presiprobation. Recently, Beta Theta Pi tion," Goff
Belfour Company of North Attlesaid.
Orono
gained a berth in the "bad boy"
boro, Massachusetts, the official dent is Roger Ireland; secretary, will be announced on Class Day.
Dean of Men John Steuart feels jeweler for the organization
Sandy Farrar; and treasurer, Nancy
ranks. The disciplinary action on
. Over
part of the administration grew that fraternities throughout the the past few years, the initiates Bradstreet.
out of drinking rule violations in nation have been existing on an had been wearing traditional red
Horace Horton is the new presiU-M Researchers
island. Stewart said, "fraternities and white pledge ribbon
each case.
s. The dent of the Class of '65. Dave Simmust
evalua
te
their
ard
membe
intellectual
was voted vice president; Katy
rs felt that the ribbon did
Dr. NoIde believes that drinking
'
s Effect
in fraternities is a reflection of climate, deemphasize initiation not give specific recognition to Wyman, secretary; and Jean Woods, Study Telstar
weak leadership within individual rites and find a less time consum- the members as there were several treasurer.
fraternities and of the weak role ing way of replenishing members. other organizations on campus
The Class of '66 re-elected Dave On Andover
using
simila
pledg
r
that the system Itself is playing
e ribbons. The Inman president. Sarge Means is vice
"Contrary to a recent article in
By CAROLYN ZACIIARY
on this campus. NoIde said, "If Parade which forecast the extinction new pin is in the traditional red president; Elaine Frost, secretary;
Rule sociologists and economists
and white colors % ith the Sigma and Anita Auclair, treasu
leadership within the house were
rer.
(Continued on Page Ten)
inscription in the center.
strong, the boys themselves would
SRA representatives are Barry from the University will undertake
this summer an intensive study of
handle the drinking problem, as
the Maine town of Andover to diswell as problems of discriminacover the effect of the recently estabtion." He pointed out many other
lished Telstar Transmitter Station
colleges are experiencing fraternion the small mountain community.
ty problems.
Stephen Hyatt, rural sociologist
IFC president Jim Goff had this
Tragedy struck the U-M last week watche
d. Barbara's and Richard's
John Field and Thomas Feltman of the department of agricultural
to say about the fraternity plight. when two students presumably
bodies were recovered two months were expert outdoorsme
n and swim- business and economies, will be
"With the change of climate here drowned. It horrifies some people,
later.
mers, but that didn't seem to help in charge of the field study which
at the U-M fraternities will have to some are sympathetic and others,
Barbara's sorority, Phi Mu, set them.
begins June 1. Dr. Johannes Delchange their climate, deemphasizing indifferent. Let's look at the violent
up the Barbara Bosworth ScholarThe water is high and fast—white phendahl, assistant professor of
social functions without eliminating deaths this campus has seen in the ship
of Phi Mu for $100. It is water for miles— along
them, and by increasing the empha- past 15 years.
the Still- agricultural economics, and Franawarded annually by the chapter to water River and was
the same back cis Monts ille, Extension agriculsis on scholastic considerations."
There has been only one other a woman studen
t, sophomore or in 1953 when the Bosworth girl and tural economist concerned priGoff went on to say that this would drowning incident, according to the junior
, on the basis of satisfactory Phelon drowned.
marily with resource development,
files of Dean of Men John Stewart. scholastic record
, financial need and
How long can an expert last in will assist Hyatt. University stuIn spring of 1953, Richard Phelon leadership qualiti
es. Barbara was a below-freezing
water, whipping dents from the Colleges of Agriand Barbara Bosworth went canoe- sophomore in
the
colleg
e
of
Arts
downs
All Maine Women ing in Pushaw Stream.
tream at close to 25 MPH, mIture and Arts and Sciences will
and Sciences when she died.
dresse
d in heavy clothes and boots. do the actual field work.
Their canoe capasized, but the
Richard was a senior, majoring in A minute, maybe two?
So far the study group has made
Tap 9; Announce
pair came up clinging to it. They forestry. His record
two trips to Andover, one at night,
s show that he
Trage
dy—th
e
newspa
pers
are
full
crashed down Gilman Falls while was a good studen
t and was in Phi of it every day, but, after all, it can't and one during the day to thorougha half-dozen helpless spectators Kappa Sigma fratern
Honorary Member
ly survey the area. No formal data
ity.
happen to you—can it?
has been compiled yet, but Hyatt
At 5 a.m. one morning last week,
noted that of the sixty technicians
nine junior women were informally
running the Telstar Installation,
tapped to be All-Maine Women, the
none
but the site director are college
highest non-scholastic honor a Unigraduates. The others have received
versity of Maine woman can receive.
only high school and technical trainThen, at the All-Maine Women baning.
quet, a tenth member was added,
The group % ill study problems
Mrs. Olive Lucas, honorary Allof adjustment, housing, educaMaine Woman.
tion, transportation, cost of livJacqueline Baldwin, Mary Brooks,
ing, and others created in An.
Mary Day, Mary Goucher, Barbara
dover by the installation. Three
Hinkson, Elsa Ilvanon, Susan Keene,
groups will be interviewed in the
Nancy Poole, and Helen Wyman
study: the native residents, the
were chosen by the present Alltechnical people connected with
Maine Women for their character,
the installation, and the tourists
Maine spirit, dignity, honor, and
(160,000 tourists visited the town
willingness to accept responsibility.
last year, according to Hyatt).
The All-Maine Women's chief acBefore Telstar. Andover was a
tivities throughout the year are actcommunity of 762 people. The
ing as a guide and counselor during
town's major claim to fame was its
Freshman Week, planning Homecross-country ski course, one of two
coming Weekend with the Senior
in the East, which is used by many
Skulls, and their All-Maine Women
Olympic teams for precompetition
banquet to recognize leadership.
work-outs.
They are also on call by the adRecommendations based on this
ministration to serve as guides for
study, which will end in Septemsuch functions as High School Day.
ber, will be used by government
lelps
agencies to minimize the social
As a special project, this year they
goes
and economic
published an All-Maine Women didisorganization
which can result from the intro.
ea of
rectory with the names and ad&action of space facilities into a
dresses of all the All-Maine Women
community.
and honorary All-Maine Women
This project is one of several
since the organization started in
Photo by Caswell being financed by a grant from the
ily!
1925.
Spring rains and melting .now from the woods cause the
National Aeronautics and Space AdStillwater to rise above its banks.
ministration to the University.

rator with

I-TONE

Populace

Tragedy Lurks In Stillwater River
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THE MAINE CAMPUS
YGOP MEETING

Notices
YOUNG DEMOCRATS CLUB
There will be a meeting of the
Young Democrats Club Tuesday,
May 14, at 7 p.m. in the F.F.A.
Room of the Memorial Union. Mr.
Jerome Plante, Minority Leader of
the Maine State Legislature, will
speak on the problems of the current legislature session in Augusta.
ART EXHIBIT ENTRIES
The Memorial Union Activities
Board would like to thank all students who participated in the Student Art Exhibit. Entries may be
picked up in the MUAB Office in
the Union any afternoon.
COMMENCEMENT BALL
TICKETS
Seniors may pick up their Commencement Ball tickets in the Union
from May 14 to 16. Each ticket
will admit one couple.
SQUARE DANCE CLUB
The Square Dancing Club will
meet Tuesday night at 7 p.m. in the
Women's Gym. It will be the last
meeting of the year. An election will
be held for next year's officers.
AG ENGINEERING SEMINAR
Dr. Theodore Weiler. Professor
of Sociology, will speak on "Man
and Technology" at the final Agricultural Engineering Seminar of the
semester which will be held at 4:10
p.m. on Monday, May 13, in 350
Hitchener Hall.
STUDENT SENATE POLITICAL
AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
The Student Senate Political Affairs Committee announced Monday
that arrangements have been made
to have a member of the John Birch
Society speak on campus. Colonel
Laurence E. Bunker, U.S. Army,
ret., will address interested students
at 8 p.m. on Monday, May 13, in
the Main Lounge of the Memorial
Union. Following will be a question
and answer period. Colonel Bunker
is a council member of the John
Birch Society, which is perhaps the
best known of the "Right-Wing"
groups currently active in the United
States.

There will be a meeting of the
University of Maine YGOP on
Thursday, May 9, at 7 p.m. in the
Bumps Room of the Memorial
Union. The State College Chairman
from Portland will speak about
Governor Reed's budget. Refreshments will be served.
AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR
ENGINEERING EDUCATION
An official of the American Society for Engineering Education,
Professor W. Leighton Collins of
Urbana, Illinois, will visit the University on Friday, May 10, to assist
university officials in making preliminary plans for the national convention of ASEE to be held here in
1964. Professor Matthew McNeary,
head of the university's department
of engineering graphics, is serving
as chairman of the planning committee for the convention.
NEW ENGLAND EXTENSION
MEETING
The role of Extension in education will be discussed by New England Extension directors at a regional meeting at the University on
Thursday and Friday, May 9 and
10. President Elliott and Dean Libby
will speak at the opening dinner
meeting on Thursday evening in the
Union. The meeting will continue
Friday meeting in the Union, with
James Baker, Alfred Quirk, and
Thomas Cummings, Jr., as speakers.
Dean Shibles will preside at the
meetings.

SENIORS

Grounds for Coffee

Seniors should return the information form for the Wife's Certificate
of Merit not later than May 13.

NANCY NICIIOLS
Every week a small movement
of intellectualism grows on campus.
New ideas and criticisms are flying
around as never before. Why? For
one reason, there is a place to go
specifically for the stimulation needed to think independently—the
COFFEE HOUSE.
Last Sunday evening. Dean Curry
of the College of Technology was
guest speaker at the weekly -Fireside Chat." He feels that college
students need to take a look at our
lives. They should "(1) sort out
their philosophies of life (2) decide
what they will do for a living and
(3) make a grand design for life
in the future."
By this time, many students have
been to the COFFEE HOUSE to
take part in a discussion, to see a
play, or to hear a concert. How
many, though, have given much
thought to the man responsible for
it all? Dave Rich is leaving the
University to become the Minister
of Community Relations at the
Madison Avenue Baptist Church in
New York City. This Saturday
night, May 11, at 8:30, Dave says
he will -shoot the breeze about
everything in general." Dave Rich's
"breeze" has been a small whirlwind
at U-M, in his discussion entitled
"Saturday Night and Sunday Morning," he will discuss the "what's
how's, and why's of the COFFEE
HOUSE, and where it is going."
Jokingly, Dave says he wants every-

one to regain a "passion for living.'
This seems to have been Dave Rich's
goal on campus. Circle Saturday,
May 11, on your calendar with
bright red as a date not to miss at
the COFFEE HOUSE.
Also this weekend, Karl Kopp will
be on hand Friday at 4:00. Mr.
Kopp, an instructor in English, will
discuss the "History of the Pun."
The "Fireside Chat" Sunday Evening at 8:30, will feature Dean Shibles of the College of Education.
All of these events give students
the opportunity to meet and discuss
important issues with the faculty and
administration outside of official
circumstances.
See you there!

Patronize Oar Advertisers
---- cut out and save

JAY-DEE LAUNDERAMA
WASHING—Small Washer
12 lbs., 250
Double Washer 20 lbs., 350
DRYING-10 minutes for
only 100
Weekdays 7:30 A.M. to 11:00
P.M.
Sundays 9:00 A.M. to 11:00
P.M.
So. Main St., Old Town

Wanted—Pictures of John Field
and Tom Feltman, taken of them
on or in the vicinity of the campus within the last three years.
Contact Captain Bond or Sergeant Bell at Ext. 452.
Young married students, live
economically. 26 foot trailer for
sale, very reasonable. Contact
Charles Price, Union Game
Room weekday noons. Tuesday
or Sunday evenings.

SUMMER JOBS
INCLUDES 5000 PERMANENT JOBS and FREE TRIPS
TO EUROPE
Over 25.000 summer jobs (also
permanent) Open right NOW in
U.S. and Overseas. Not just a
list—gives specific job data, salaries, addresses, etc. Hurry! Jobs
arc filled early: Regular price,
$4. Special rush $3 now! Resume
manual $1 or free with order.
Summer Job Institute, 163 N.
9th St.. Brooklyn 11. N.Y. (Add
.2s0 rcg mail. .750 First Class.)

At the Park

Sales — R.tMBLER — Service

DARLING 'S
97 Oak Street

Tel. 947-8311

Everything about the Rambler American
440 Convertible puts you one up. For instance, the fast-action Twin-Stick Floor
Shift option that lets you call the shots as
never before. A special feature gives instant kickdown out of cruising gear.
Rambler'63is class.Clean,sporty lines.
Rich, spacious interiors. A power plant
with plenty of punch. Upkeep costs way,
way down. Gasoline economy way up. And

rascal
Rambler is more service-free. See your
local daaier for same straight talk—such
as why Rambler won .`,13tor TrP
7.;agazine's "Car of the Year" Ay:art.

RAMPLER'63
Winner Gf Minter Tren,!Magazine Award:

"CAR OF THE YEAR"

Simply Beautiful
... our graceful
convertible collar shirt in the
finest drip-dry cotton.
Meticulously tailored with
roll-up sleeves ...in white and
every flattering fashion color,
from light pastels through
medium shades, to stronger,
darker tones—including black.
Sizes 10 to 18.
EMPHATICALLY

a Shapely Classic.
AMERICA'S LOWEST-PRICED CONVERTIBLE WITH A POWER TOP

Old -1 0551)

* Ladies' I
* Men's B

293 Broadway

Shifty

BEN SKLAR

* If you Bi

Bangor Tastee Freez

CLASSIFIED

WANTED—Rider (1 male) to
share expenses by car, Orono to
California, beginning June 10.
See W. R. Whitney, 250 Stevens.

* Ladies'

SWE

BM SKLAR'S

Use the Campus weekly classified often. 75.0 for 25 words;
5e thereafter. Deadline Monday
noon for Thursday edition. No
charges, cash only. Use the campus mail, or put remittance and
classified in business manager's
mail box in Campus office.

—

DRYCLEANING-8 lbs.for
only $1.50

U-M ALUMNI
President Lloyd Elliott will speak
at this year's final meeting of the
Portland Area Association of University of Maine Alumni. The dinner
meeting will be held on Thursday,
May 16, at 6:30 p.m. in Payson
Smith Hall on the university's Portland campus. Portland campus faculty members and undergraduates are
invited to attend.

Maim
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JUST $51.22* PER MONTH

•vontelv Payments ba,e4 on manufacturer's suvit.ted r.ia5 roots for Rambler AMINTV,PS C'am,tlblS.
r'own nayrna,1 and a 36 merle contract avoth normal carrying charm.all Weal Wes paid Dm rot
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Can't swing a new car? See our fine Seeez,,i- Used Cars
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EMPLE KNITTING MILLS
Factory Outlet Store
Sweaters for the Entire Family
At Factory Prices
* Ladies' 100% Wool Double Knit Two-Piece
Suits: $9.71
Values up to $20.00
* lf you Buy Two or More Suits: $8.74 a Suit
* Ladies' Brushed 100% Wool Pullovers:
$2.91
Values up to $8.00
* Men's Brushed 100% Wool Ivy League Crew
Pullover:
$2.91
Values up to $10.00
SWEATERS FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY
Prices from 970 to $10.00
Values up to $20.00
Hours: Monday thru Friday 10 A.M. to 5 P.M
.
Saturday: 9 A.M. to 12 Noon
Bar Harbor Road
Brewer, Maine
plenty of free parking

Dean's Office Names
Senior Residents
For Women's Dorms
The Dean of Women's office released the names of senior residents
for the girls dormitories for next
year.
They have not been assigned positions, as yet.
Listed are: Elsa Anderson, Donna
Blake, Elizabeth Cote, Joan Clunie,
Sandra Cole, Catherine Crowley,
Carolyn DeVoe, Harriet Epstein,
Patricia Greene, Laura Hubbard,
Barbara Lawrence, Sandra McCann,
Eileen March and Dorothy Thompson.
Lawrence Price, right, a University
Beach, is shown receiving a $300 of Maine senior from Old Orchard
of Technology Thomas H. Curry. scholarship award from U-M Dean
by the Chemical Club of New EnglThe scholarship was made possible
a 3.7 average and is a member of and. Price, a chemistry major, has
Beta Theta Pi Fraternity. Married
and the father of two children, Price
highest-ranking student in the Colle was honored last year as the
ge of Technology.

Wood Carvings
Exemplify Oriental
Sense Of Nature
Tomisaburo Haskgawa has 30
woodcuts on display in the Print
Room at Carnegie Hall. They will
be on exhibition for the rest of the
semester.
Rice paper is used to make these
cuts exemplify the Oriental sense of
nature.

NOTICE
Students having lockers in Memorial Gymnasium must vacate
them before May 24. Locks will be
turned in at the Physical Education
office when lockers are vacated.
Memorial Gymnasium

will be

closed Sunday afternoons during
May. Groups wanting outdoor play
equipment should sign it out at
the
Physical Education office befor
e
5:00 p.m. Friday afternoons.
COMMENCEMENT ANNOUNCEMENTS
Seniors may still purchase Commencement Announcements throu
gh
James Hanson. 127 Dunn Hall,
at
a cost of Kle each.

ONE
QUIET'
FACT'

BANGOR
OPERA HOUSE
Now Showing thru
Saturday
"COME FLY WITH
ME"
in
Technicolor
with
DOLORES HART
HUGH O'BRIEN
CARL MALDEN

ioar

I
Winston..
FILTER • CIGARETTES

•,

Sun.-Mon.-Tues.
"WAR AND PEACE
in
Technicolor
with
AUDREY HEPBURN
HENRY FONDA
MEL FERRAR

Winston is America's
best-selling filter
cigarette because
Winston is Arner'ca's
best-tasting filter
cigarette!

B

°

HOUSE OF HITS

Fri.-Sat.-Sun.-Mon.

mAgm . .
BRANDO
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most
powerful
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PURE WHITE,
MODERN FILTER
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In the most
explosive
adventure
of our time!
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Senate Signs With Dr. E. Mawhinney Announces
Ring Company
Constitutional Essay Winners

By CAROL FARLEY

The following were installed on
April 29 as the 1963-64 officers of
Sigma Chi: consul, Roger Ireland;
pro-consul, Donald McBeth; quaestor, David Verrill; annotator, Steven
Cowperthwaite; tribune. Victor Nelson; kustos, James Coleman; historian, James DoHoff: chapter editor,
Douglas Turner; magister, Ralph
Giggey; assistant magister, Peter
Clough; house manager, Maurice
Bouchard; steward, William Weatherbie; social chairman, Thomas Paiement; rushing chairmen, William
Flahive, Bradford Jenkins; sing master, Bradford Jenkins; IMAA representative, Arnold De Laite; Senate
representative, Peter Clough; IFC
representative, Bradford Jenkins;
and scholarship chairman, Dana
Dolloff.
Alpha Omicron Pi held its Initiation Banquet at the Oronoka on
April 29. Thirteen initiates were
honored. Mrs. Curtis McCarty, an
alumni adviser, was the speaker.
The newly elected officers of Le
Cercle Francais are: president, Tim
O'Connell; treasurer, Judy Williams;
and secretary, Pat Sawyer.
The dorms received another serenading this past weekend. However,
this time it was with permission.
Terry Osgood serenaded several
dormitories as part of his campaign
for the office of president of the
Class of '65.
Colvin Hall held an informal record party on Friday, May 3. The
same evening, the Inter-Varsity
Christian Fellowship Banquet was
held at the Orthodox Presbyterian
Church in Bangor.
A Parents' Weekend dance with
music by Frank St. John was held
by Alpha Gamma Rho on May 4.
A dance followed the Mayorality
election Tuesday night at the Memorial Gym. Nat Diamond played.
Alpha Gamma Rho, Phi Mu
Delta, Sigma Phi Epsilon, and
Tau Kappa Epsilon will hold their
spring house parties this weekend.
PINNED: Gail Ladd to John
Griswold, Kappa Sigma, Swanee,
Tennessee; Joanne Burke to Ron
Epsilon;
Kappa
Fontaine, Tau
Sandy Blanchard to Dick Lovejoy,
Tau Kappa Epsilon.
MARRIED: Peggy Sawyer to Bob
MacDonald, Sigma Phi Epsilon;
Judy Hill to Ray Collins, Sigma Phi
Epsilon ('62).

Senate president Bud French
signed a five year ring contract
Monday with the Herff Jones Company of Indianapolis, Indiana.
After investigating the products
of two ring companies, the L.G.
Balfour Co. and the Herff Jones Co.,
a Senate-appointed Ring Committee
reported in favor of the latter. After
seeing the proposed finished product,
the Senate voted to accept the Herff
Jones Co. as the "official" University of Maine jeweler.
One important factor in choosing
the Herff Jones Co. was that their
ring of 14 pennyweight cost nearly
four dollars less than Balfours 12
pennyweight ring.
The official ring is presently on
display in the library.

The winners of the 1963 Graton
Constitutional Essay Contest have
been announced by Dr. Eugene A.
Mawhinney, director of the contest.
Mr. Eugene L. Rees, a government
major from Sangerville, won the
first prize of $75 for his essay on
"The Supreme Court and the Doctrine of Political Questions." Second
prize of $50 was won by Mr. Eric L.
Stowe, a history and government
major from Lisbon Falls for his
essay on "Crises and First Amendment Freedom are not Compatible."
The annual contest at the university is open to undergraduate students and is financed by income
from a trust fund established by
the late Claude Dewing Graton,
Class of 1900.

Judges for the 1963 contest were
Professor Milford E. Wence of the
English Department, Professor Theodore C. Weiler of the Department
of Sociology, and Associate Professor Robert B. Thomson of the History and Government Department.

MEMORIAL GYM
The Memorial Gym will not be
open Sunday afternoons during the
month of May. Groups desiring outdoor play equipment should sign
out equipment in Phys. Ed. office
before 5 p.m. on Friday.
All students using lockers in Memorial Gym must turn in locks by
Friday, May 24.

APPLIANCES
L1NOLEUMS * • RUGS

PRISM
The 1964 Prism will be distributed
next week. Posters around campus
will indicate specific dates, hours,
and place for distribution. All juniors are entitled to free yearbooks,
and should pick them up at the
designated time. Books will be sold
to those who have not already
ordered them at the door of the
Union on a first come, first served
basis for $8. The supply is limited.

BEDS

CHESTS

DESKS

AT REASONABLE PRICES
OLD TOWN

ECONOMY FURNITURE
Railroad Station, Old Town
Tel. 827-2484

•

•

111 AT'S HAPPENED TO FALCON

This little boy i
on the piano

GOVERNMENT LECTURE
David H. Stevens, chairman of the
Maine State Highway Commission,
will speak on "The Maine Highway
Department" at 3 p.m. on Thursday,
May 9, in room 137 Physics.

Lowest prices, best service

THE CHALET

Tydoi Flying -Aright next door to campus
on College Ave.
Expert Tune-up Service
Tel. 866-2538

DESJARDIN'S
SUPERETTE
230 Main St., Orono
Open 7 Days a W,eek
8 a.m. to 10 p.m.
CHOICE MEATS *
QUALITY GROCERIES
Ice cubes for all occasions

One

everyone) in store. Against all competition, regardiess of class, the lead Sprint
went on to take first in the final six
performance legs.

EVERYTHING!
AND YET...
Early this year we put a 164-hp V-8 in a
new kind of Falcon called the Sprint, and
entered the stiffest winter road test we could
find .. . the 2,500-mile Monte Carlo Rallye. We
didn't know what would happen ... but happen it did.

We honestly didn't know the Falcon Sprint
would do this well. But it showed us a
Falcon with our new 164-hp V-8 is a car
that can perform with the best of them. So 3
lot has happened to Falcon, and yet ...

A six -cylinder Falcon has just fin:shed the
Mobil Economy Run and finished first in its class.
First, no one dreamed all the Rallye cars would have to
It had to take a lot of punishment, too ... 2,500 miles
experience the worst winter in decades. Snow, below
from Los Angeles to Detroit over mountains, deserts,
zero temperatures, and the most demanding terrain in
and long stretches of superhighways. But the nickelEurope took their toll. Two thirds of
nursing ways of the all-time Economy
AMERICA'S LIV ELIEST,
the 296 cars that started, failed to
Champ took all comers in its class.
MOST CARE-FREE CARS
reach Monaco.
A lot of experts told us that the
Falcon V-8's, untried as they were,
could not hope to finish the Rallye
with the best of weather. But not only
did two Falcon Sprints finish, they
placed first and second in their class.
But there were more surprises (for

FALCON•FAMIANE.FORD.THUNDEPWRO

FOR 60 YEARS THE SYMBOL
OF DEPENDABLE PRODUCTS
4517;0i
MOTOR COMPANY

So you see something has happened
to the Falcon. It can be what you
want it to be . . . a V-3 that travels
in the same circIJ as Europe's performance kings . . . or a Six that
can travel cross-country on a
budget. There's something to put
into your compact.

,196$
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These two little boys are perhaps marching in one
of the big hands
or refighting a major battle.

One of the students is guiding a child down
the indoor
slide during her weekly hour of participation.

Small Tots On Campus

This little boy is taking the opportunity to express himse
on the piano which is in the nursery school for lf
the
children to use.

If you see a troup of small chil- lunch two
days a week. Students also
dren walking across campus some participate
in this.
day soon, don't feel that the stuWhen the weather is permitting
dents are looking younger every the childre
n take trips around camyear. The nursery school in Merrill pus to the
library, art exhibits, conHall is probably on an outing show- struction sites
and the barns. One
ing the children the various sites on of the goals
of the nursery school is
campus.
to teach the childre
The children of students, faculty, along with childre n to learn to get
n of their own age
and townspeople are participants in and to have a
program fitted for the
this unique nursery school. This child's needs.
school also serves as a laboratory
Although no actual reading and
for students enrolled in child de- writing is taught
to the children
velopment courses in the school of there is an
emphasis on science,
Home Economics. This laboratory and presently
they have some frog's
gives the students a chance for eggs which they
are watching depractical experience with children velop. They also
have a rabbit and
and helps them to develop an understanding of them. The students actually participate in nursery school
supervision for one hour a week and
spend an hour of observation as well.
The observation booth is screened
off from the children and they are
unware of the fact that they are
being watched. The students look
for various situations that they have
discussed in lecture and then write
up a report which discusses this. Dr.
Catherine Miles is the Director of
the Nursery School, Mrs. Shirley
Oliver is the Head Teacher and Mrs.
Gloria Gorham is the Assistant
Teacher and nurse.
The nursery school has furniture
scaled to the size of the children
who range in age from two and onehalf to four and one-half. The older
group meets Monday, Wednesday
and Thursday mornings, and the
younger ones on Tuesday and Friday. The older group is served

have been shown such things as
how much dirt there is in newly
fallen snow.
These courses are open to anyone
on campus and students from Education, Arts and Science, as well as
the Home Economics classes are
presently enrolled. This is not only
a course for the girls on campus but
also for the men. One football player who took the course has said that
he gained a new appreciation of
small children and their needs from
observation and work with them and
in an examination he wrote "I'm
glad I took this course before I got
married!"

Photos
John.; Caswell

•
Make-Up
tAlarcia Tibbetts
Finger painting Is one of the creative activities that
children have a chance to do every day.

These two children are playing with a put-together
house
during the period that is given to them for play.

To Jake

History Rep ts Itsi
Dear Uncle Jake,

Lottery Would Help Me!
On April 30 of this year, Democratic Governor John W.
King of New Hampshire, signed into law a bill allowing a state
sweepstakes to be held twice yearly. The tickets cannot be sold in
interstate commerce nor can they be sent through the mails (since
1894). The proceeds are expected to surpass four (4) million
dollars per year and are to be used exclusively for education in New
Hampshire. THIS BILL ALLOWS FOR THOSE COMMUNITIES THAT ARE STRONGLY AGAINST THE MEASURE
TO VOTE IT OUT IN A POPULAR REFERENDUM.
Why not enact a similar measure in Maine? Our state collects
millions of dollars yearly in "sin taxes." 25 to 30% of our state
budget is derived from taxes on tobacco and liquor. The Conservafive element finds these "vices" objectionable but profitable. The
large faction of rural old folk are great crusaders of Puritan ideals
but thin pocketbooks are of far greater importance to them.
We allow horse racing and limited betting on these events at
present in Maine. Indeed, some of our leading conservative government officials find the horses interesting investments. If these two
areas can be exploited by money seeking politicians, then why not
utilize other revenue areas equally as well?

Nearly 1,500 demonstrators have been arrested to date and
many of those were elementary school children.
Here, far away from the problem, we have a ringside seat
where we can observe and criticize the "stupid" segregationists and
the "naive" integrationists.
However, when we attempt to give fair consideration to the
views of each side we find ourselves unable to provide a concrete
solution to the question of what is RIGHT.

THERE ARE SOME THAT FEEL THAT THE "POOR
MAN" WOULD SUFFER FROM "COMPULSIVE BETTING."
Is it RIGHT for law officers to arrest young children for
THIS WELL MAY BE, BUT IF THE POOR MAN IS THE
merely doing what they are told?
VICE RIDDEN ELEMENT, THEN CONSIDERING MAINE
TAXES, LOW INCOME JOE MUST BE CONSISTENTLY
Is it RIGHT for the parents and religious leaders to jeopardize
DRUNK, CHAIN SMOKING JOCKEY. THIS THEORY IS their children's health and perhaps lives by sending them on such
INCONSISTENT WITH THE PICTURE WE OF SAID dangerous missions?
BRACKET HAVE OF OURSELVES.

Bridge Over Revenue?

It has been said that the syndicate would move into the state
to corrupt the valid principles of the sweepstake concept. If, however, the system was set up with care and the tickets were sold only
This state's Legislators and Governor passed a bill in March
in state-run agencies and stores, this corruption would be largely authorizing a toll-free bridge spanning
the Piscataqua River beeliminated. Making the endorser of the ticket the only person who tween Kittery and Portsmouth, N. H.
Ninety per cent of the financcould redeem the prizes would stop ticket swapping and restrict ing will be absorbed by the Federal governmen
t and the remaining
illegal actions. Such a law would give county and state law enforce- ten per cent by Maine and New Hampshire.
ment agencies something to do with their time—which would be a
There is a catch, though. The national government will not
boon.
advance the building funds unless tolls on the Maine and New
The only reasoning one can make from all this is that using Hampshire Turnpikes are abolished when the
toll road bonds are
proceeds from a lottery would be no more detrimental to state retired.
morals than using the proceeds of the "vice taxes." Also, it is very
The Maine bonds are due to start being retired in 1965 and
easy to see the use this added income of from two to four million
be
finished
in 1984. This is the earliest possible date and will probdollars would be to Higher Education. And we all realize the adably
not
be
met.
vantage this would subsequently be to the state. Maine's Higher
Education finally on an equal footing with that of the rest of the
The bridge approved by the Legislature will be a high level
country—quite an advantage—which, to some experts' thinking, span. toll free and costing $13.5 millions. The Maine State Highis no advantage at all.
way Commission will join its New Hampshire counterpart developing the bridge a half mile upstream on the border river from the
U. S. Route 1 toll drawbridge.

Spring Fever Hits South

A six year old Birmingham, Alabama, girl was lifted to a
police paddy wagon for "parading without a license" along with
about 450 other Negro elementary school children on May 2.
Instigated by integrationists the children's march was directed
by Rev. Fred L. Shuttlesworth, head of the Alabama Christian
Movement for Human Rights. Shuttlesworth said that the demonstrations would continue "until we run out of children."
ON APRIL 2, DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING,JR., LEADER OF THE EQUAL RIGHTS MOVEMENT, HAD DECLARED BIRMINGHAM THE CENTER OF THE SOUTH'S
INTEGRATION EFFORT.

•

There are two bridges spanning the Piscataqua River into
New Hampshire already. One is a toll drawbridge and the other
costs nothing to cross. We don't need another bridge.
When the bonds on the Maine Turnpike are retired, a yearly
profit of $10 millions is expected. mostly from tourists. We should
keep the tolls and put this profit into the reserve or general fund.
We can always use more money.

I was a readin a History book t other night and
story ever. I'm gonna repeat it so's
can have the s
"Once, many years ago, there w a mighty Ruler
small province deep in the woods
nd the Artic C
there were very cold and the peop suffered from I
policies of this Ruler were the worst e could think o.
terior of the little kingdom was a litt school for the r
the times. The mighty Ruler and his erprising partnet
all the Town Criers and Candle Make
w that the clang
lay from within—at the little school. hey knew that I
away from that school would spread e truth through
thereby distroy the great tradition of st. The Ruler at
not want things to change. The peopl f the province
old and they did not mind the dealia of the Ruler for
never seen and the Ruler had a win
way. Every yea
Proviences Festivals and praised the
pie greatly, th
unwary. His mission of trickery was y for the people
school and did not see the danger. T aupers at the sc
attended were poor or were made so ugh excessive ta
angery with the unkind Ruler. So wh they had comple
at the school, and they had escaped a foreign provi
never to return. For there was no p for them in th
dreaded the theories of the young and d. Forever must
outside and away from their elders. HI only outside in
world could they live their choosen it The Ruler had
some taxes imposed on the youngsters d by keeping the
away from the hated school."
Well Uncle thet's it. It sure is a story but thet's
the history book. Lookin back on this
of thing makes
people ever tried to keep them youn lks down. It sur
You remember how new ideas increase ur potato crop, WI
stand why thet feller feared the youn so. They was or
their people and themselves. But, ma we ought to thi
viences first and ourselves last.
Now I gotta read the rest of thet ry book to find o
out right.
Your Lovi ephew
RUBE

Letters To e Edit
Love From Our Son

I'm Entitlec

Editor's Note: The following is a
letter from the University's foster
child in Greece.

o The Editor:
Well, the Comm
am! This time t
tude toward their
t my stomach. l'r
Last Saturday I al
eal ticket in the g3
tting up Sunday n
e Freshmen lock,
went to dinner that
t any hinderancl
d enjoyed one of
cals. That evenin
eat I was abrupt
I explained my

February 1963
Dear foster parents,
Hello. I am keeping in good
health and hope that this letter will
find you also well. I came to town
today and received the $8.00, a pair
of pants and a shirt* and I thank
you with all my heart. I attend the
6th grade of the primary school and
I am doing well in my lessons. The
weather here is nasty and it snows
and rains a lot. My whole family
sends regards and I greet you with
love and respect, your foster son,
Basil Koutsothanasis
* Given out of the University's donated funds for the child's support.

•
Thanks Searchers
To The Editor:

The SHC is supposed to maintain the Pike after it is de-tolled,
but where will it get the money? The gasoline tax is not paying as
much as was expected and the SHC is asking the Legislature this
year for an additional $2 millions to take up the slack.

The House and Senate rejected the alternative plan to have
On Sunday, May 5, King predicted that Negro demands— the Maine-New Hampshire Interstate Bridge Authority build a
for an end to segregated lunch counters, for better jobs, and for new span parallel to the present crossing at the same level. They
establishment of a bi-racial committee to work out a time table want a higher bridge and they want it built under the 90-10 idea.
The Federal government, in its all embracing cumbersome goodfor further integration—soon would be met.
rising
tide
The
of 'freedom marches' swelled in Birmingham ness, will build a spur from the present highway to the prospected
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday; and on Sunday thousands of sing- bridge site, also under the 90-10 plan.
ing and chanting Negroes marched past police lines to the jail where
It has been said that the new bridge would be a great improvethey sang and prayed for the hundreds of demonstrators who were ment. Then Maine's youth would not have to
pay a toll when they
being held there.
forsake this state for greener pastures.

There were quite a few University students who really pitched in
and helped last week during the
search. These boys devoted their
time, equipment, and capability
which helped out a great deal. There
was a lot to do and a lot of area
to be covered, and with their help
we got it done M-Sgt. David Bell,
Capt. Vernon Bond, and Dr. Sanford Schemnitz all deserve a lot of
credit for organizing the students
and working along with them. All
I can say, classmates, is "thanks—
it meant a great deal."

Don Wilson
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I'm Entitled To Eat!
o The Editor:
Well, the Commons has done it
am! This time their miserly attude toward their holy food has
t my stomach. I'm fed up!
Last Saturday I accidently left my
cal ticket in the gymnasium. Upon
tting up Sunday morning, I found
e Freshmen locker-room locked.
went to dinner that afternoon withany hinderance from anyone
d enjoyed one of their few good
eats. That evening when I went
eat I was abruptly stopped.
I explained my problem to the
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waiter (The same one who had let
me through earlier that day) but
he wouldn't let me through. When
the dietician arrived and heard my
problem she asked me for $1.25
which was refundable upon showing my meal ticket. I didn't have
the money, so she wouldn't let me
eat!
It makes me sick to think that the
Commons, which makes thousands
of dollars yearly, couldn't spare one
meal. Both the dietician and the
waiter recognized me and knew that
I ate there regularly. Why couldn't
they let me eat on Sunday of all
days? If I had tried to get through
on someone elses' ticket you know
where I'd be. I paid for my room
and board here at the University and
I at least think I'm entitled to eat
three meals a day.
There must be a better way of
operating the Commons!
Bill Porter
•

And I Want Steak!
To The Editor;
I had a fantastically amusing evening last Wednesday; one that I
would like to share with the readers
of the Campus.
Fortunately, or unfortunately, be
ing a senior I had the opportunity to
attend the Senior Banquet. To be
quite honest about the whole thing,
the real reason I went to the bother
of dressing up and combing my hair
was that I had the faint hope that
since this was a banquet, and as
most banquets, at least the ones I
have attended, make it a practice
of serving steak, I would escape the
usual gruesome meal served by the
Commons and have a steak dinner.
How stupid of me! After all, this
is Maine. How could I forget it? You

guessed it—no steak! Just roast beef,
or an unreasonable facsimile, of
course, The Alumni Association put
the bite on us. Bless their little
hearts. You know—all that jazz
about how great a class we are, and
school spirit, and brotherly love,
and responsibility, etc., etc. It seems
to me that a similiar speech was
given when we were Freshmen.
What happened in between these
speeches? Nothing!
We were called mature young
men and women. After the affair
was over these same responsible
young women went back and signed
into their dorms and were locked
up for the night, and these same
responsible young men went back
to either dorms where the watchful
eyes of their procters spied on them
or to dry frat houses patroled by the
campus police.
Yes, we have a shipshape campus
here. Its well-managed and well-run.
It runs like a clock. It lacks only one
thing—spirit. How sad, such things
are so old fashioned! Maybe in the
future the students will all wear
uniforms and be assigned numbers.
Why not? There is no individualism
on this campus.
Bill Parks

Priced For the Married
Student's Wallet
ut Flowers Apple Cider
Chicken
Central Sales
152 Hitchner Hall
1:00-4:30 p.m., Mon.-Fri.

Complete Office and School Supplies
Newly Relocated In Our New Store At
14 State St., Bangor
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HOW TO SEE EUROPE
FOR ONLY $300 A DAY: NO. 1
Summer vacation is just around the corner,
and naturally all
of you are gGitur, to Europe. Perhaps I can
offer a handy tip
or two. (I must confess that I myself
have never been to
Europe, but I do have a French poodle and
a German shepherd,
so I am not entirely unqualified..
First let n.^ s ,y that no trip
Europe is complete without
a vi-it
En:.Lrl,'1, S7e. It'
!reland, France, Germany,
Spain, Portu
i •Ii• ••
Holland,
Luxernbourg, Switz.,,
-!, Norway, Finland, Poland, Czeche-!o• - •-•
iinb, Estonia, Patssia,
C;rocee.‘. U1',!r1\ f •
7 s:erdinia, Sicily, Hungary,
Rumania, Bulgaria, !.
Andorra.
Let us take up the,e
• in order. First, England.

HOUSE FOR SALE
*
*
*
*

51
/
2 Room Ranch
Two Car Garage
Excellent Closet Space
Ideal Spot to Bring Up
Children
* Some Furnishings
Included
7 Sylvan Street

Orono
Tel. 827-3979

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

the COFFEE HOUSE

One of the oldest private
camps for girls in Maine has
a few openings for college
girls who are qualified to instruct in the following areas:
ARCHERY,SAILING, CANOEING. AND TENNIS.
APPLY TO BOX 359,
SCARSDALE, N.Y. STATE
QUALIFICATIONS AND
EXPERIENCE.

coffee, conversation, and
paperbacks
FRIDAY, May 10, 4:00 p.m.
"THE HISTORY OF THE
PUN" with KARL KOPP, instructor in English.
SATURDAY, May 11, 8:30 p.m.
"SATURDAY NIGHT AND
SUNDAY MORNING" with
DAVID RICH, interim Director
of M.C.A.
SUNDAY, May 12, 8:30 p.m.
"FIRESIDE CHAT" with DEAN
MARK SHIBLES, Dean of the
College of Educatioin, U. of
Maine.

The capital of England is London—or
Liverpool, as it is
sometimes called. The:. ar.l> many inter...
J.1.1g things to see in
London—chiefly the changing of tli• g,tlar41
4. The guards are
changed daily. The old ones are thrown away.
Another "n:test- while
is ‘•
to the palace of
the Duke oi I.! i
f•! ! •Ileurate;th,
but pronounced
•••.,. ,
.s -,-•;••••
but
terribly
:,e
:,•;•e•
autha
r
of Liide Wt.r;, r, uLdtz.i: They tell a seer:
:
:
nd,"What does
g-h-o-t-i
The fri.cnel pal.!, rsA hi:: e:1,1 r ;;;•1.
Shaw snig,:.
s.e:d ;Law.
does not
spell goatee. It spelis
••1(,e,- is that?“ said ii
:•:c.w answered, "(::
0 :14 ifl rOM(11

thutioi. Put thclii A

OFFICIAL NOTICES
REMINDER: ID card photographs for ALL students who
plan to return next fall will be taken in Wingate Hall from
8:30 a.m. to noon and 1:00 to 4:30 p.m., as follows:
A - J (initial letters of last name)
May 13, Monday, to May 17, Friday.
K -Z
May 20, Monday, to May 24, Friday.
PLUS

FRESII EGGS

BANGOR-MERRIFTELD OFFICE SUPPLY

Tuesday and Wednesday nights of EACH week, 6:00
to 7:00 p.m.
Those who neglect having photos taken this spring and have
to have them taken next fall are NOT furnished temporary
cards pending arrival of permanent ones. Mark your calendar
now.
SCHOLARSHIP RECOGNITION ASSEMBLY —10:00
a.m., Tuesday, May 14th. The second period will end at
9:40 a.m. to permit time to assemble. The third period will
be omitted.

, Ii :1•,
,

in

This was very clever
v.Len rite cle;iekr that he was
a vet,q•ian. And a
liking he was. As D;:,raeli once
reneaked to Guy Fawkes. "If Shaw were
not a vegetarian, no
lamb chop in Lonele,n would he safe."
But I digress. We v. ere speaking of the
palace of the Dake of
Akriborough—or Marlboro. as it is called
in the United States.
It is called Marlboro by every smoker
who enjoys a fine, rich
breed of tobaccos. who appreciates a pure
white
a soft rack that is really soft, a Flip-Top box filter, who likes
that really flips.
Be sure you are well supplied with Marlb
oros when you make
your trip abroad. After a long, tiring day
of sightseeing there
is nothing so welcome as a good
flavorful Marlboro and a foot..
built n ith hot Epson' salts.
Epsoni salts can be obtained in
England at Epsom Downs.
Kensington salts can be obtain
ed at Kensington Gardens,
Albert salts can be obtained at
Albert Hall, Hyde salts can be
obtained at Hyde Park, and the crown
jewels can be obtained
at the Tower of London.
The guards at the Tower of
London are called Beefeaters
because they are always beefing
about what they get to eat.
This is also known as "cricket" or
"petrol."
Well, I guess that about covers
England. In next week's
column we will visit the Land of the
Midnight Sem—France.
111433 Max Shulman

Wherever you may roam in Europe
and in all fifty states of the
Union, you'll find Marlboro ever-p
resent and ever-pleasan
t—ffiter.
flavor, pack or box.
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Masque Performs Two Plays in
Speech Dept. Laboratory Production
The Lesson and Hello Out There.

to be presented by the Maine
Masque Theatre, will move into the
Little Theatre next Tuesday in final
preparation for the two performances Friday and Saturday evenings
May 17 and 18.
The two laboratory productions
are part of a course designed by
the Department of Speech to give
students practical experience in
dirction and design under the supervision of Dr. James Bost.
Ionesco's The Lesson, directed by
Steven R. Buck, represents the new
form of drama called "the theatre of
the absurd" which disregards the
traditional and attempts to reflect
contemporary attitudes through essentially non-realistic means by symbolism and personal expression. In
The Lesson Ionesco reflects through
unconventional diologue that words
are meaningless and that all comunication between human beings is impossible. He also shows language as
an instrument of power. Through
the dialogue Ionesco points out that
even behind so apparently harmless
an exercise of authority as the teach
er-pupil relationship, all the violence
and domination, all the cruelty and
lust, are present to make up any
manifestation of power.
Saroy an's tragic drama, Hello
Out There, represents the more

Orono, Maine, May 9, 1963
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comentional contemporar, form
of drama. In this play it is the
dramatist's ob‘ious intent to present a fragment of spiritual reality. Its chief tenet is familiar to all
who have read a story or seen a
play of his: "a compassionate
tolerance of all, good and bad
that walk the earth."
Though the play is primarily
realistic. Saroyan does include symbolistic elements. His Hello Out
There conveys many different meanings from desperate loneliness to unexpressable compassion and love. He
also uses the words "Hello—out
there"! to drive home his protest

Thursday, May 9
ROTC Annual Review, Alumni
Field, 4 p.m.
Panhellenic Council Meeting,
7 p.m.
Maine Masque Theatre presents
Desire Under the Elms, Little
Theatre, 8:15 p.m.
Friday, May 10
Maine Masque Theatre presents
Desire Under the Elms, Little
Theatre, 8:15 p.m.
Fraternity House Parties
Saturday, May 11
Chi Omega Parents' Day
Pi Beta Phi Parents' Day
Alpha Omicron Pi Parents' Day
Maine Masque Theatre presents

againse the mob rule in society.
Season ticket holders may pick up
their tickets for the workshop program free of charge in the theatre
lobby during the performances for
Desire Under the Elms. Rush seats
will go on sale at 1:00 p.m. Monday,
May 13. at 310 Stevens Hall.

Desire Under the Elms, Little
Theatre, 8:15 p.m.
Fraternity House Parties
Sunday, May 12
Sophomore Class Outing
Alpha Omicron Pi Parents' Day
Delta Zeta Parents' Day
Phi Mu Parent's Day
Monday, May 13
Maine Masque Theatre presents
Desire Under the Elms, Little
Theatre, 8:15 p.m.

Orono, Maine,

Dean C

* OFFICIAL *
University of Maine

List Of

CLASS RINGS
—Mike Graham
Memorial Union
Wednesdays 2-4
or
Cabin #5
Tel. 866-4468

Tuesday, May 14
Poetry Hour, Memorial Union,
4 p.m.
AWS Council
Dress Rehearsal, Pops Concert,
7 p.m.

The Dean of 1
a list of tentativ(
for next year.
In Aroostook
burne is head a
David Record, I
Holmes, Paul B
Steve Abramsor
and David Hem
Larry Emery
for Chadbourne
Heath, Gary No]
Tom Cole, Royc
Ian Gilbert and I
Donald Sorrie
in Corbett Hall, .

Bowlii
WESTERN AUTO ASSOCIATE STORE
For your Automotive Needs
Home Owned and Operated by Jerry Beaton
Orono
5 Mill Street
Tel. 866-4755

Bangoi

f

Pak

STUD
S P E(
Just say you're

250 in(

MONDAY
Perfectly matched wedding rings by Keepsake ...
styled for timeless beauty
in white and yellow gold.

Dial 91
Bar Harbor

ECKERT
$3500
29.75

Mon's
Lady's

VANCOUVER sL.,
$25.00
Non's
20.00
Yap adarpd to awe &tot
Paws MaasFaked 7sa,

H. R. Thompson
43 No. Main St.
Old Town

THE ENGAGEMENT

RING

WITH

THE PERFECT CENTER

DIAMOND

True artistry is expressed in the brilliant fashion styling of
every Keepsake diamond engagement ring. Each
In these troublesome times it
takes some doing to keep one's
perspective — to appraise world
conditions with intelligence —
and to come up with satisfying
answers. This book, Science and
Health with Key to the Scriptures by Mary Baker Eddy, has
helped many of us to do this. It
can help you, too.
We invite you to come to our
meetings and to hear how we
are working out our problems
through applying the truths of
Christian Science.

setting is a masterpiece of design, reflecting the full brilliance
and beauty of the center diamond ... a perfect

Here's

gem of flawless clarity, fine color and
meticulous modern cut.
Authorized Keepsake Jewelers may be listed In the
Yellow Pages. Visit one in your area and choose from
many beautiful styles, each with the name "Keepsake"
in the ring and on the tag.
mammon

NOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
ORGANIZATION

Please send two new booklets, "How to Plan Your Engagement and Wedding" and "Choosing Your Diamond
Rings," both for only 10c. Also send special offer of
beautiful 44 page Bride's Book.

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE

$300.00

LAVIER

Also tu $5000

Old Spice S
day, every a
First choice of today's brides.
Exquisitely designed, superbly
crafted. You can pay more but
you can't buy a finer Diamond
Ring than Keepsake.
Ct..* Metwetworet

row

Wm. ludo.. I • '•

.•

Orono
Meeting time: 7.30 p is Tuft/Joys
Meotini piece- Drummond Chopel
Memorial Lioion Bldg.
Science Slid 1102111 s amiable RI oil
OariPtials Seems Readta. 1•111111 NMI Si mew
college bookssorev. Paperasek Edition $1.95.

itoNfl and

Nam*

COOPER Ring $500. Wedcl,ng R r g 50.00.—RIVIERA Ring
$300. Also to 975.—ROIIINS Ring $150. Wedding Ring 50.00.
All rings esieilebte in yellow or white gold. Prices
include Federal Tax. Rings 'staged to show kgs
Insley of details. eirede-Merk registered.

Address

NI). eta.

Inc.

St.
Co

YOU

SI•I

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS. SYRACUSE 2. N.Y.

.27

ferred by r
smoothly, sp,
Deodorant —
money can In
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Dean Of Men's Office Releases
List Of Resident Counselors
The Dean of Men's office released
a list of tentative resident counselors
for next year.
In Aroostook Hall, Paul Sherburne is head counselor. Others are
David Record, Philip Brown, Terry
Holmes, Paul Berry, Steve Drottar,
Steve Abramson, Richard Wyman
and David Hemenway.
Larry Emery is head counselor
for Chadbourne. Others are John
Heath, Gary Norton, Ray Vermette,
Tom Cole, Royce Hunter, John Allan Gilbert and Bill Anderson.
Donald Sortie is head counselor
in Corbett Hall, assisted by Kenneth

Bowling Lanes
Bangor-Brewer

polo

STUDENT'S
SPECIAL!
Jut say you're from the U of M

250 incl. Shoes
MONDAY - FRIDAY

ad wedsake
s beauty
low &old.
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Dial 989-3798
Bar Harbor Rd., Brewer

ECKERT
$35 00
's
9.75
('s

Vaillancourt, Douglas Hutchins,
Tom McCarthy, Alan Zimmerman,
Peter Higgins, Robert Elcik, Charles
Wallace, and Michael DeSisto.
Owen Wells will be head counselor in Cumberland. Others are
David Svendsen, Craig Deakin,
Richard Riding, Franklin Van Antwerpen, John Moroney, Gerald
Ellis, Henry Schmaizer, Donald
Derrah, Dale Worthen, Edward Fernald, and Richard Bari.
In Dunn Hall. Peter Pullen is the
head counselor. He will be assisted
:
by Charles Hill, Donald Quigley,
•Vot
Robert Ray, Charles Little, Ronald
f!lit
Dearborn, Mike Kessock. Albert
al& .
Worden and Ronald Bowie.
Twenty-two University of Maine freshman girls were
William Brooks will be top man
non-scholastic society, this week. Front row, left to selected for membership in the Eagles, honorary
in Gannett. Others are Dean Marr,
right, are Sherrill Grace, Carla Tukey, Patricia
Tofuri,
Carol Jesraly, Barbara Barth, Karen Waddell,
Gerald Shea, Steve Melgard, Loring
Roberta Lott, and Penelope Lynch. Second row,
Eloise
Iletzel, Lee Cheetham, Linda DeLorme, Rebecca Gordon
Kydd, Robert Jordan, Richard Rob, Frances Hibbard, Carol Coakley, Elaine
Frost, Linda Barstow, Patricia Wood, Nancy Erikso
inson, Eric Stowe, Daniel Woodn, Anita Auclair, Jo Ann Greenhalgh, Susan Rice,
and Carolyn Young.
man, David Libby, and Robert McCluskey.
In Hannibal Hamlin and Oak
Halls, Pierre Lausier will be head
counselor, assisted by Ronald Cole,
Ernest Johnson, John McGonagle
and Paul Schaefer.
Lorrimer Hodges is the head counMay 10 Weekend Movie, "The
There will be a memorial service sent either directly
selor for the cabin colony, assisted
Mating Game," 7 and 9 p.m.,
to Mr. Field or
for John Field, Jr., in Mount Kisco, sent to the Dean
by Bernd Heinrich.
Bangor Room
of Men's office and
N. Y., Friday at 3 p.m. in St. Mark's he will forward
it to Field.
May 11 Weekend Movie, "The
Episcopal Church.
The Feltman's appreciate the idea
Mating Game," 7 and 9 p.m.,
Field's father asked that nobody of a memorial service,
but think it
Bangor Room
send flowers. If you care to con- should be postpon
ed until at least
Den Dance, The Cumberlands,
tribute anything, it would be ap- the bodies are
recovered.
8 p.m.
propriate to contribute to a special
Rev. Harvey Bates said the joint
wildlife fund, to be used for a gift service for the two
youths has been
May 14 Poetry Hour, e. e.
to the wildlife management depart- postponed, accordi
ng to the wishes
cummings, Reader: Henry Beechment on campus. Money should be of Feltman's parents
.
hold. 4 p.m., Coe Lounge

Memorial Service For
John Field Scheduled

Union News

The HOMO of famous Brands Men's Wear

ta
li
GV-17.5•1451

!lad"
, t7ist
*se4

E;<clianqe Stt-c:ct •

Who says Oxford cloth has to be heavy?

mon
St.

Here's deodorant protection

;300.00
Do

YOU CAN TRUST
Mookever you

-you look bettor in

Old Spice Stick Deodorant...,astest, neatest way to all-

t's brides.
, superbly
more but
• Diamond

day, every day protection! It's the man's deodorant preferred by men...absolutely dependable. Glides on
smoothly, speedily...dries in record time. Old Spice Stick
Deodorant — most convenient, most economical deodorant
money can buy. 1.00 plus tax.

YOUR EXCLUSIVE ARROW DEALER IN OLD TOWN

STICK
DEODORANT

s, Inc.

I St.
I-1

LJ

IV

53 years of service to U. of M. students
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Committee Graples

DeGRASSE JEWELERS
YOUR

(Continued from Page One)

they should do the same thing on
campus.
Jackets show the childishof fraternities within the next 20
and immaturity of the fraterniyears, I feel that these organizations ness
will continue to exist. There is a ties. The jackets are symbols of
high school adolescence. Perhaps
need people find to get together for
companionship, social functions, and what the fraternities lack as much
anything is pride. Sprucing up
study. This need cannot always be as
fulfilled in the dormitory system." the look of the student body, esprit
de corps, and a new pride could
Stewart said.
about if fraternities took the
come
Both Stewart and Nolde cited
matters of this kind."
strong alumni support as a major initative in
concluded
Nolde
by saying,
ingredient for a fraternity's suc"The committee also wants to
cess. Nolde said cases show that
University to a given
where alumni support is strong commit the
policy
soon
as
as possible so the
the house is more apt to be on a
fraternities will know where they
sound financial and scholastic
stand."
footing.
In a recent issue of the Campus
Dr. Nolde said his committee expects to have a statement prepared there appeared a notification to
by next fall which would list a series students and faculty members that
of recommendations designed to in- anyone interested in presenting a
ternally strengthen the fraternity statement concerning fraternities,
system, "Provided of course that the their problems, and possible solutions before the committee would
system really wants to use them."
Nolde feels that fraternities can be encouraged to do so. Those interdevelop an esprit de corps which ested were requested to contact Dr.
can't be developed in the dorms. if Nolde.
Nodle said that response to the
they are willing to assume the leadrequest has been favorable to date.
ership.
"Fraternities can and should He further expressed hope that
play a leading role in furthering others interested would contact him.
the educational objectives of the
universit. not only in striving for KRAPP'S LAST TAPE
higher grades, but in developing a
mature understanding of the
Edward Bell, French instructor
world around them," Nolde stated. in the department of foreign langOne of Nolde's pet gripes is the uages and classics, has been invited
state of male attire on the campus. by the Arts Festival Committee at
"I would like to see the fraternities the Washington State Teachers
launch a crusade to improve the sar- College to present the play, Krapp's
torial elegance of the student body." Last Tape, on Sunday, May 19. The
be said. "The fraternity boys eat only member of the cast is Jack
and live together. They hopefully Axelrod of Old Town. The play
live in a more elegant atmosphere; is directed by Mr. Bell.

TAR

LOCAL HAMILTON
WATCII DEALER
Class Rings in Stock
from Size 8 to 11
38 Main Street

Orono

HILLSON
ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
Week of May 6,1963

To: Anna Caparelli
For:"Desire Under The
Elms"

The University of Maine's eleven highest ranking freshman girls have
been honored by election to Neal Mathetai. New members are front
row, left to right, Miriam Vincent, Carolyn Young, Karen Ebbeson, and Geraldine Bachelder. Second row, Shann Gillespie, Mary
McDonald, Nancy Littlefield, Anne Cathcart, Frances Hibbard and
Joline Ridlon. Missing when the picture was taken was Jill Guinon.

Portable Typewriter

PEANUTS
Home cooked.
Complete market

World's Finest
2 Year Guarantee

GREG'S SUPERETTE

OLYMPIA

Gass Office Supply Co.
138 Washington Street
Bangor
"near old Bangor-Brewer bridge"
Telephone 942-6789
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with a toss of 173

The recipient of this award is
entitled to $2.00 Personal Cleaning Service Absolutely Free

HILLSON CLEANERS
18 Mill Street

Orono 866-3647

Outer Park St., Orono

FREE TRIAL
Choice of Type Style

Butte
Traci
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the fourth dimension: TIME
... still a mysterious conc..ept to scn. Thne is only an idea,
an abstraction ... an area of siaow, sp.ecuz!icn and surprise
11111ZINENONIEMMeageffEMI
HAPPY DEC. "111"!... lkider a new world ca'endar no under study by the
United Nations, each year would be exactly the same. (vie naw ha...T. 14 different kinds of year.) Since the !IV/ calendar would have only 364 days,
the final day vic...!c! be Dec. "W" or "Worldsday," an international holiday.
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1VAiT A SECOND? ...Nothing much
cal happen, you say? In science,
its different. Inside the atom, for
instance, 10,000 collisions occur
in one billionth of a second.

r AO/ILION WATC41 COMPANY
LANCASTER, PENNA. U S A.

amok<E
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ALSO IN FAMILIAR
SOFT PACK

For the absolute ultimate in oneupmanchip, wear a Hamilton 505
Electic watch. For girls who seek
the sane sense of elegance and
excellence, there i; a beautiful
selection of lady Hamiltons. May
start as low as $35 and make
outstanding gift surgestions.

Thor II
$59.95

not too strong...
not too light...
Smoke all 7 filter brands and you'll agree:
soma taste too strong ... others taste too
light. But Viceroy tastes the way you'd
like a fitter cigarette to taste!
©1963. Brown & W....b.r.son Tobacco Corooral.on

Viceroy's got-the
taste that's right!

++,,,of-bet Ad/L-7-co/v
Creator of the World's First Electric Watch
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Butterfield's Bombers Win As
Trackmen Romp Over Wildcats

By JIM BUTLER
MAINE TRACKMEN ROMP
The Black Bears, readying for
the Maine State meet at Colby
next week, crushed Yankee Conference rival New Hampshir at
Orono, 103-28.
Two outstanding performances
on the Bear squad broke all-time
University records.
Arnie DeLaite bettered his Boston
College performance of last week,
pushing the shot a record 51' 111
/
2".
Arnie demonstrated his versatility by
also winning the javelin competition
with a toss of 173' 9".

MacPhee sprinted to a new rec- Hampshire
to
ord in the 220-yd. low hurdles, 220 yd. dashe win the 100-yd. and
s, respectively. It was
lowering the time to 24.1. Then Hodges in
the 880-yd. run and Ellis
he zipped to a near-record win in in the mile
for two more Maine
the 440 with a showing of 48.7.
wins. Two-miler Heinrich proved
Dick Nason's comeback is well too much for New Hampshire
in
underway as evidenced by his win his specialty. Hicken took the
120
in the hammer throw, garnering a yd. high hurdles in winning
time,
meet title with his effort of 182' 8".
and Dean soared highest in the pole
New Hampshire did steal some of vault, to round out the Maine sweep.
the glory when Russ Bridges sailed
MAINE EVENS STATE SERIES
to a first in the broad jump.
After a 1-1 deadlock for eight
This win evens Maine's season
record after the opening loss to innings, the Maine Bears erupted
for three runs in the eighth to deBoston College.
Sirois and Parker flashed by New feat the Polar Bears from Bowdoin
4-1 in a Maine state series battle
Saturday. The victory brought
Maine up to the .500 mark in state
series competition after an opening
loss to Colby
Tom Flynn smashed the telling
blow in the Bears' eighth inning
TONY YUODSNUKIS
rally. With one out, Dave Gaw
lashed a single, then John Holmes
Last week we were saddened by 10 salmon. They
said they counted clouted a doubl
the loss of two great sportsmen 21 boats on
e, setting the stage
the lake and many for Flynn's
belt to center that
here on campus. As was stated by were having
success. Al Brackley scored two
runs. Flynn also came
the daily newspaper both were avid of Teke fishe
d the waters around across on a
later single by Dave
sportsmen. Those of us who were Strong, Maine
, and accounted for Joseph.
acquainted with them personally 19 brookies over
the weekend.
really knew how much they enjoyed Larry Flewelling
Bov.doin took a 1-0 lead in the
of Alpha Gam
the outdoors. Both were members tried his luck
third when Dave Fitts walked, went
on the streams
of the rod and gun club, and Tom around Easton
to third on Fred Harlow's single.
and came back
was just elected president of the with reports
Arnie DeLaite throws the shot a record 51'
and
scored on a single by Tom Zilinof three foot snow
11 V2" against N.H.
club at the last meeting.
Saturday.
drifts still in the woods and along sky. Then Maine's Bill Thomas bore
The balmy weather brought out stream banks. As of the weekend, down and pitched his way out of
the woodchucks this weekend. Bob Moosehead Lake was not open the inning. Maine came back in
Strubbe, Bob Kip, and Dick Staiger completely but there is quite a bit their half of the third when sophoof Alpha Gamma Rho tried to of open water and some fish more Vic Nelson walked then
sharpen up their shooting eyes Fri- were being taken. The lake should scored on Mike DeSisto's two bagday. The party ended up with one be open by this weekend and it ger. Bill Thomas again went the
'chuck, even after Bob Kip took a could be a banner year for distance for Maine. mixing his
pitches well to keep the Polar Bears
shot at a running 'chuck with his Maine's largest lake.
stymied for the last six innings.
.30-.30 at 250 yards and missed.
The rod and gun club has post- This victory gives him
Over 500 spectators saw Paul with
three in a
The fishing seems to be improv- poned its meeting
1050 points and third place.
from May 9 to row.
Smith's College of Paul Smith's. Maine
ing with every weekend that the following
's teams finished tenth and
Thursday. May 16, at
N. Y., win the Woodsmen's Week- eleven
BOX SCORE
passes. Dick Squires and Dave 7:00 in the Union
th.
. A movie proend trophy here last weekend. Their
Thompson went down to Green cured from the
ab
r
The weekend began with the fly
h rbi "A" team's total
Department of Inof 1259 points was
Lake Saturday morning. Still fish- land Fisheries and
2
1 0 0
Game is on tap Nelson 2b
enough to keep their winning streak and bait casting events. This was
ing with live bait brought them for the eveni
DeSis
to
3b
2 0 1
ng.
1
alive for the seventh consecutive followed by the log rolling, scoot
Nisbet cf
4 0 0 0
year. However, they were hard- loading, and pulp wood throwing.
Gaw lb
3
I 1
0
pressed throughout the weekend by The pole felling event was one that
Holmes rf
4
1 I
0
the tough Nichols College "A" team some teams must have thought difFlynn ss
4
3 2 2
which ended up in second place with ficult since many of the poles did
Joseph If
4 0 1
1
a 1090 point total. Colby's "A" team not fall in the direction intended.
Haley c
4 0 0 0
surprised many by being among the The rest of the afternoon was taken
Thomas p
3 0 1 0
leaders all weekend. They ended up up by the buck and cross-cut sawing. speed chopping, splitting events
,
and the packboard race. The speed
chopping drew a lot of attention
since the boys were cutting through
eight-inch timbers in a matter of
seconds. A trait through brush,
water, mud, and stumps set the
scene for the gruelling packboard
race.

Outdoor Angle

Paul Smith's Foresters
Chop Down Competition

The number of schools, teams,
and individual participants was a
record high. Ninety-one individuals
participated in the weekend events.
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DAY'S
TREMENDOUS
VALUES
during our
ANNIVERSARY
SALE
You must see these values
to believe them.
Seekers of new worlds to conquer do well to dres
Most favorable tack is the old "soft-sell" via s the part.
the muted
shadings of an h.i.s. Sport Coat. Light as
a
leaf,
these
shoulder authentics are yours in washable Deni natural
brays, Batiks, ad infinitum—at hip shops...$14.95 ms, Chamto $29.95
w

wolves in the woods wear il•LS sport coats

Erik the Red had no choice—but Vitalis with V-7
wil keep your hair neat all day without grease.
Na turally. V-7 is the greasekss groomiPg discovery. Vitalis,6
with V-18 fights embarrassing dandruff, prevents dryness,
keeps your hair neat all day without grease.Try Vitalis today!

Vtill

No. Main St.

Old Town
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THE MAINE CAMPUS

Lambda Chi Cops
Indoor Softball

Maine Masque Review

Puritan God Contrives Fate Of Cabot Family
By C. F. TERRELL

sweat, and spit: a Puritan spit of
hatred and disgust sometimes temmodern
"Is it possible to get a
pered with a spit of outraged despsychological approximation of the pair.But this inheritance is not to
Greek sense of fate into a [con- be divided by lot nor by any peacetemporary] play.
...?" asks Eugene ful means, for these characters have
O'Neill in note 1 of Mourning Be- dual antecedents. The Greek ancescomes Electra. At a later point in tors in the Cabot family tree are
the drama [note 16] he answers his shadowed by ironic biblical anaown somewhat leading question: logues too: Peter, the eldest son,
"the entire melodramatic action must is hardly the rock on which his
be felt as the working out of psychic father can build; Simeon (whose
fate from the past ... a modern New Testament counterpart said
tragic interpretation of classic fate "Lord, now lettest thou thy servant
without benefit of Gods [or in other depart in peace ...") departs but
words] fate springing out of the with a curse and in a tantrum of
family." But in other years and an- Indian war-whoops: their eyes have
other play, Desire Under the Elms, seen no salvation. Their lives are a
we had already had from his heavy darkness to themselves and those
pen a story of "fate springing out who live with them. Ephraim, the
of a family." Only this time it is a father, sums it up toward the end of
story much benefited by a patriachal the play. His moment of recogniOld Testament God as well as many tion is a new emphasis to a lifelong
a classical trapping: here are Orestes' refrain: "God is hard." Ephraim
furies. Oedipus in flight from incest, may protest too much, but the same
rejected and accusing Phaedra, and can be said about him: patterning
a not-so-innocent Hippolytus tempt- himself after his stem Taskmaster,
ed into lust and hounded out of life. Ephraim is hard—or if he isn't it
And the destiny of all the Greek- ain't for the lack of 70 years of tryshadowed Cabot family is contrived ing.
not by Fate a la deus ex machina
As many a Broadway cast has
but by Fate in the guise of a tortureminded Puritan God in whose stony testified, O'Neill is notoriously difland man is born to sin, frustration, ficult to read. Far from being realisand agony. In Desire under the Elms tic portraits of people to be found
we have all this and Hell too: under under any New England Elm tree,
the brooding spirit of Jocasta long these characters are giants that walk
dead, and old Oedipus now blind to the earth, sprung full-fledged from
the realities about him, the three O'Neill's twilight and terror-ridden
sons lust after lost illusions imaged mind, fitted out with ancestral voices
as gold in "them thar" hills beyond prophesying doom. Thus, one faces
the horizon. But like their father,
driven in varying intensity by an ill- People Sart —
defined though strongly felt "some"110,4 c.44% Afrwt d al PARK'S"
thin," they frustrate in their unfocused desires. Perhaps this unnamed "somethin" drifting over
Better buy an EXTRA
these people like the brooding elms
is what O'Neill in Strange Interlude
KEY
called "Romantic imagination! It
has ruined more lives than all the
diseases.... It's a form of insanity."
for our Car & Home
Romantic or not, what they most
practically desire is a warranteed
deed to the soil around this curseridden house—a soil for some thirty
Mill Street
Of ono. Main •
years enriched by their o
blood,

an undergraduate rendering of
O'Neill with no little trepidation.
But the present production of the
Maine Masque faces the O'Neill
rhetoric, complicated stage directions, and discursive plotting bravely
and comes out on top. Under the
finely tempered and subtly paced direction of James Bost, the piece
builds to a remarkable climax. Roland Burns as Ephraim Cabot is little
less than professional, and his brother Robert Burns plays son Eben with
a restrained and sustained intensity
reminiscent of the young Marlon
Brando. Anna Caparelli as the wife
has many fine moments and at the
end of the play comes into her own
with feeling and truth. But in the
first half of the play, she is too
often between scenes, too often out
of character, and again too often
overplaying moments which would
speak much more loudly with more
restraint. In other words, one sometimes feels that she is acting—acting
well but nonetheless acting, a criticism which implies that she
doesn't quite come up to the performance one would expect from
Geraldine Paige whom it would
take to play this most rigorous
role, to begin with.
Justin Staples and Thomas Gray
as the two elder sons are impressive
pace and tone setters in getting the
play underway: with much the same
kind of O'Neill rhetoric to work
with, their parts are neatly conceived
and nicely differentiated. The fiddler
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for the celebration scene fiddles as
if he'd spent his life playing for
square dances, and the village belles
and boys gossip ominously and
dance with enthusiasm. One of the
charms of the production is the remarkable set designed by Edgar
Cyrus. The bonework of the farmhouse is laid open to a brooding and
dramatically lighted landscape. The
play suffers somewhat from a lack
of space: although the apron is extended as far as possible into the
audience, there are certain critical
moments, such as the fist-fight in
act two, when the Burns boys are
placed under unfortunate restraint
to keep from knocking down the
scenery. But altogether the performance equals a night which Masque
attenders can never forget: as these
people yearn for "somethin" beyond
the horizon and struggle with their
desires under the elms, this cast
works with something like a touch
of the poet to bring a most difficult
play to life.
TREASURER'S REPORT FOR
CLASS OF '66
The only source of income for
the Class of 1966 this year has
been $7294 in dues. Slightly over
$2500 has been spent, chiefly for
the Freshman Banquet and Dance,
leaving a balance of $4750 to start
next year.

Lambda Chi Takes Big Counter
Lambda Chi slugged its way to
top spot in the indoor intramural
softball tournament by overpowering
the GraPar team, 19-7.
In another dramatic come-frombehind victory, Lambda Chi caught
Phi Eta Kappa with a surge that
seems to be their trademark, and
won the fraternity division crown
in a 10-9 ball game.
The potent combination of grads
and Park residents led the way in
non-fraternity play winning their
league title with a 6-4 victory over
Corbett 4.
When these two teams met to
decide the campus champ, Lambda
Chi romped to win the big one.
The Mrs. Maine Club will hold
their Well Baby Clinic in Merrill
Hall at 1:30 p.m. on May 18. For
appointments, call 942-7515.

MORRISON'S
BARBER SHOP
— KEEP TRIM —
7:30-12:00

1:00-6:00

Monday through SATURDAY
CLOSED WEDNESDAYS
ACROSS FROM
PARK'S HARDWARE
ON MILL STREET

ORONOKA RESTAURANT
SMORGASBORD 5:30-9:00
WEDNESDAY
PRIVATE PARTIES AND
BANQUETS

MOVING?
CHECK THESE FACTS FIRST —
1. PREMOVED SURVEY—NO OBLIGATION.
2. STORAGE IN TRANSIT—AT ORIGIN OR DESTINATION.

4. ON TIME PICKUP AND DELIVERY.
5.

WORLDWIDE MOVING SERVICE.

6

EXTRA PICKUP OR DELIVERY ON ROUTE.

7. PERSONALIZED SERVICE FROM ORIGIN TO DESTINATION.

Is Tropic Star. for you?
College girls seem to know what they want. We get a lot of
ideas about ring styling from American campuses. If there is
such a thing as a consensus, it would sound like this: conservative styling, with a difference.
That's what we've designed into Tropic Star...the newest of
the beautiful Artcarved diamond engagement rings. Like all
Artcarved rings, it's styled for lasting beauty...guaranteed in
writing for permanent value. Is Artcarved's beautiful new
Tropic Star for you? See for yourself.
•TRAVEMARI

tcar-ve cl.

Plan your move early by calling —

Doarrond and Wedeing Ring

FOX & GINN
MOVING & STORAGE CO.
Telephone 912-6757
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DANCE TO
NORM LAMBERT
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT.
"FINE FOOD YOU'LL
REMEMBER"
Tel. 866-2169

3. INSURANCE COVERAGE ON COMPLETE MOVE.
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